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Dr. Dallas L. Peck, Director
United States Geological Survey
Mail Stop 101
Reston, Virginia 22092

Dear Dr. Peck:

On behalf of the Committee on Science, Space, and Technology and the
House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence, we would like to thank you
for your testimony at the Landsat hearing held on June 26, 1991. We valued
hearing your perspective on the current and future applications of data from the
Landsat program. Those comments will help serve as the basis for any policy
decisions developed by our two Committees on this subject.

Enclosed please find a copy of the hearing transcript for your review. As
noted in the original letter of invitation, the proceedings of this hearing will be
printed strictly in verbatim form; only typographical and transcriptional errors will
be edited in the transcript. We will proof the transcript for any such errors, but
request that you return a corrected transcript as well.

Also enclosed are some additional questions we would like you to answer
for the record. Please send answers to these questions and the corrected
transcript by July 19 to Pete Didisheim, Room 2320 RHOS, Washington, D.C.
20515. If you have any questions, feel free to contact Mr. Didisheim at (202)
225-6375.

DAVE McCURDY
Chairman
Permanent Select Committee

on Intelligence

Enclosures
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Questions for Dallas Peck
1) One of the major findings of the draft CEES report concerning
the value of Landsat for global change research was that early
Landsat data is degrading and may soon be lost unless converted to
a stable medium. In your view, how serious is this problem?
2) Did the Department of Interior's FY 1992 funding request at any
time in the budget preparation process contain a request for funds
to preserve early Landsat data? If so, how much was that request
for and what happened to that request?
3) What specifically is the Department of Interior doing to
preserve early Landsat data from being permanently lost?
4) How much money is needed to complete the conversion of early
Landsat data to a stable medium and how long would this process
take?
5) How serious would the impact be on global change research if
the Landsat program were essentially terminated after Landsat 6?
6) As the Chairman of the Committee on Earth and Environmental
Sciences, can you tell us what role CEES will play in implementing
the President's policy to ensure the continuity of Landsat-type
data?
7) The President's Budget for Fiscal Year 1992 contains the

'following statement in the section which discusses the Landsat
program: "Acquisition of data from land remote sensing satellites
is an important element in understanding global change. " Given
this statement, how do federal agencies involved in the Global
Change Research Program plan to acquire new Landsat data for global
change research, both before the expected demise of Landsat 6 in
1997 and after?
8) Please give us a status on the draft CEES report concerning the
value of Landsat to global change research. When can we expect
this report to be released from the Administration?
9) If the u.S. government were to reassume control of the Landsat
program, would role might the Department of Interior, or the USGS
in particular, envision playing in such a situation?
10) How concerned are you that the u.S. has not yet initiated
plans for a follow-on to Landsat 6?
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20 The CHAIRMAN. The committees will come to order, please.

21 We appreciate the substantial amount of interest evidenced

22 by the size of the audience here this morning and the press

23 interest, and we believe that it's well justified because of

24 the importance of the subject.

25 This joint hearing of the Science, Space, and Technology

26 Committee and the House Permanent Select Committee on

27 Intelligence will come to order.

28 To my knowledge, this is the first joint hearing ever held

29 between the Science Committee and the Intelligence

30 Committee, and for that matter, it's one of the very few

31 times that members of the Intelligence Committee have

32 convened in the open for an unclassified hearing, and we're

33 particularly grateful that they would use this occasion to

34 do that.

35 The topic of today's hearing is a natural one for joint

67

68

69

36 consideration by our two committees. LANDSAT is the

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

civilian satellite program which has provided our Nation and

the world with valuable SCientific, economic, environmental,

and military intelligence since the launch of the first

LANDSAT satellite in 1972. I used the word "intelligence"

here deliberately, since I genuinely believe that LANDSAT

provides information that is as important and powerful as

the information gathered from many, if not most, of the

classified intelligence systems.

,.'

funds needed to keep the program running, more than two

years have since passed, and the program remains burdened by

policy, management, and funding questions. The
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101 upg~aded to meet de£ense ~equirements, it ~emains unclear to

102 me whether this will equally bene£it other use~s, o~ even

103 penalize them. A more sophisticated LAKDSAT and ground

104 system might be £ar more costly than the $400 million £igure

105 I've seen quoted £or LAKDSAT 7, so I'm wonde~ing i£ support

106 £o~ the program, already tenuous, could be sustained as

107 budgets decline.

108 My impression thus £a~ is that LAKDSAT is tapped by a wide

109 va~iety o£ users, sometimes because it's the only, o£ten

110 non-optimal way to compensate £or some big in£ormation gaps.

111 It's un£ortunate that these users seem so scatte~ed and

112 disparate that we have been unable to assure momentum and

9 1

We have

M~. SHUSTER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chai~man, and I

90 ce~tainly want to compliment you and Chairman McCurdy £or

arranging this joint session. The interrelationship between

92 our two committees with regard to space is obvious.

93 common cause, and I think it makes an aw£ul lot o£ sense £or

94 us to get together.

I recognize how important it is £or us to become £amiliar

with the present and potential uses o£ LAKDSAT be£ore we

tackle decisions about whether the program should continue,

whether it should be operated, and who should pay £or it.

I'm wondering, £or instance, to what extent the French

spot System could address these needs. 1£ LAKDSAT is
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support for the program. The challenge will be to find

sufficient common interest and concurrence on satellite

design and operation to justify indefinite continuation of

the program, or even a major upgrade.

So I look forward to working with you, and I know our

committee looks forward to working with the Space Committee
on this important issue.

Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Shuster follows:]
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Shuster.

I'll entertain brief opening statements from other

members.

Mr. Packard?

Mr. PACKARD. I won't speak for Mr. Walke~, who I'm su~e is

on his way he~e--the Sec~etary of State was meeting with the

Republican conference earlie~, and he may still be the~e

but let me just simply say that there is concern by many of

us of the rapid loss of leade~ship on the U.S. part in our

civilian role in ~emote sensing. Certainly, the French have

quickly filled the void left by the U.S., and they have

committed themselves to developing a ~emote sensing system

that could really dominate the globe in this area.

Funding fo~ LANDSAT has been, fo~ the most part, unstable.

It's caused potential custome~s to look elsewhere fo~ thei~

data, and, frankly, I think that the~e is a longing fo~ a

long-term commitment by this country to LANDSAT. It is
essential that we make a commitment that the LANDSAT P~ogram

will wo~k to b~ing about a launching of the LANDSAT 7 and

144 thus ensu~e a continuous flow of information and data.

145 Mr. Chairman, I'm very pleased to see you take the

146 leadership in this and to c~aft a piece of legislation. You

147 have my total suppo~t and co-sponsorship of it, and

148 hopefully we will be able to find the funds to continue ou~
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149 efforts in remote sensing.

150 Thank you very much.

151

152

153

154

155

156

157

158

159

160

161

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Packard.

Does anyone else care to make a brief opening statement?

[No response.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you for your restraint.

Mr. PACKARD. Mr. Chairman, I would ask unanimous consent

that others may wish to introduce their statement--

The CHAIRMAN. Certainly.

in the record if they wish.

We're expecting Congressman McCurdy here briefly, and when

Any member may put a statement

he comes in and at a suitable occasion, I'll certainly

expect him to have an opening statement, and in the

162 meantime, we'll proceed with our first panel.

163

164

165

166

167

168

169

170

171

172

173

This includes two witnesses from the Department of

Defense. We will first hear from Major General William K.

James, Director of the Defense Mapping Agency, which is

responsible for mapping the world for the various needs of

the Defense Department. We will then hear from Mr. Brian
Gordon of the Defense Intelligence Agency. Mr. Gordon
serves as Chairman of the Tactical and Military

Multispectral Requirements Working Group, which is the

Defense Department's panel for assessing the use of LANDSAT

and spot data for military missions. At the end of Mr.
Gordon's testimony, we will view a short video of a
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174 simulated flight over Kuwait City that was generated using

175 LANDSAT and spot imagery. Mark Bromley from the Planning

176 Research Corporation will provide an introduction and

177 background on that video.

178 So we now--well, how opportune. Let me yield to Chairman

179 McCurdy, who, may I say, is one of the--probably the key

180 member of Congress involved in the policy aspects of this

181 issue in the sense that he chairs the Intelligence

182 Committee, he's a senior member of the Science Committee and

183 a senior member of the Armed Services Committee, and I don't

184 know how he got himself into such a key position, but since

185 he did, welcome.

186 Mr. MCCURDY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

187 First of all, let me commend you for chairing this joint

188 committee meeting to discuss LANDSAT and its many and varied

189 applications. It's a pleasure to be with you today and to

190 have the opportunity to co-chair this hearing with you.

191 I have long, as you stated, been a supporter of LANDSAT

192 Satellite Program, and I welcome the opportunity to have the

193 Intelligence Committee participate in this joint hearing.

194 Today's hearing is most unusual for the Intelligence

195 Committee, since this is one of the few intelligence

196 hearings that will be open to the public.

197 Mr. Brown and I are both concerned about the future of

198 LANDSAT and have taken action on our respective committees
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to provide funds in fiscal year 1992 to begin acquisition of

the neKt LANDSAT satellite. Many difficult decisions still

need to be made--in particular, who will step up to pay the

bill and how the system will be managed in order to support

both civilian and military users.

Our purpose today is to gain a better understanding of the

current and projected uses of LANDSAT data. We plan to have
a follow-up hearing to address the management and budget

issues associated with the program.

The recent conflict in the Persian Gulf pointed out the

need to continue the LANDSAT Program. We will first hear
testimony from the military panel and their thoughts on the

importance of LANDSAT imagery. We will also hear from

panels presenting applications pertaining to scientific

research and global change, plus civilian and commercial
applications.

presentations.

Mr. Chairman, again, I appreciate your interest and

I look forward to hearing these

continued support and for calling the hearing today, and I

yield back my time.

[The prepared statement of Mr. McCurdy follows:]

********** INSERT **********
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you ve~y much, M~. McCu~dy.

As I indicated, we'll p~oceed, then, with the fi~st panel.

Gene~al James, would you sta~t out? Welcome.
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STATEMENT OF MAJOR GENERAL WILLIAM K. JAMES, U.S. AIR FORCE,

DIRECTOR, DEFENSE MAPPING AGENCY, FAIRFAX, VIRGINIA

General JAMES. Certainly, Mr. Chairman.

To both Chairmen and to distinguished members of both

panels, I appreciate this opportunity to discuss the Defense

Mapping Agency's use of the current LANDSAT systems, and I'd

like to talk about modifications that would be required to

make a system like this suitable for mapping, charting, and

geodetic support of military forces and military needs.

I do, sir, have a written statement I would like to submit

for the record.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, the full text will be
included in the record.

General JAMES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The Defense Mapping Agency uses the current LANDSAT for

interim, special purpose, and crisis support products.

Examples have been our support of the counter-narcotics

effort in Latin America to provide an interim product where

there are no maps available at this time while we build the

imagery base to build the maps from. We also used LANDSAT

in Desert Shield and Desert Storm to build interim products

for our forces, and we do some interim work in producing

navigation hazards for the people afloat.

I would like for your staff at this time to hand out some
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251

252

253

254

image maps and some regular maps that we have produced of

the Kuwait City area to make a comparison for you of LANDSAT

as it was versus a map that we would make for a military

force. I will tell you while these maps are being handed

255 out, this particular map of the Kuwait City area was done by

256

257

258

259

260

261

262

263

264

265

266

267

268

269

270

271

272

273

274

275

the United Kingdom Military Survey, done to the same specs

that we use based on a Memorandum of Agreement between our

two countries, which has been longstanding and very useful

for us, particularly during crises such as this.

If you will compare the detail provided by the map to the

lack of detail that you get from LANDSAT, you can see from a

military map maker's standpoint why we have some difficulty

with LANDSAT resolution as it now stands. Image maps are

useful--they're better than no maps at all--but certainly if

you are a military person with a high-technology weapons

system that you're trying to employ, you need the other

product we produce, and that is the detail presented on that

military map. In fact, LANDSAT is limited by its low

resolution at 30 meters, its lack of stereoscopic coverage,

and its lack of precise positioning data.

I have given you a handout, and if you would look at the

DMA requirement chart in that handout, it makes a kind of

nice comparison of what we require to the current LANDSAT.

When you talk the characteristics of resolution, for

instance, what we need to make a military map for military
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276 customers is three to five meters, at least that good, and

277 as a matter of fact, we need some resolutions for some

278 products as good as .5 meters, but the current LANDSAT only

279 gives us 30 meters. We need stereoscopic coverage, and

280 LANDSAT gives us none of that.

281

282

283

284

285

286

287

288

289

290

291

292

293

294

295

296

297

298

299

300

You might ask why would you

need stereo pairs, and the answer is it helps us measure

heights, and products like Tomahawk missiles cannot fly

without our terrain data that we feed to it. We call it a
TERCOM product. To produce a product like that, you have to

have stereo pairs so that you can get the detail that you

need to make the product. And LANDSAT does not give us any

precise positioning data. Certainly, in order to tie the map

to the face of the earth worldwide, we need those star
sensors to help us do our job.

How, military requirements for features is what drives the

resolution and positioning needs of my map-making products,

and examples of features that we need high- resolution

imagery on are provided in your handout, and you can see

such things as we need information on drydocks, buildings,

bridges, point features such as towers and flare pipes, and

ferry crossings and bridges and the like. You saw some of

those targets in living color struck during the war, and it

takes our sort of precision in order to be able to do much

of that work.

So the bottom line is that we cannot make maps from 30-
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meter resolution; we need five-meter and better. If you

302 will look at that same handout, there is an excellent

303

304

305

306

307

308

309

310

311

312

313

314

315

316

317

318

319

320

321

322

323

324

325

comparison of the resolution required. The 30-meter

resolution represents what you see from LANDSAT, and when

you blow it up, on the bottom of the comparison, you'll see

how everything fades out. Ten-meter resolution, by the way,

is what you get with Spot imagery, and 10-meter resolution

is better than 30, but not good enough for military

map-making, and then five-meter resolution is--then it starts

to become very useful in order to attribute the features

that you see and tie them to the earth's surface.

So that's a pretty graphic representation of what LANDSAT

today gives us versus what we need. Many people think that
maps produced by Rand-McNally are much the same as maps

produced by military map makers, but you can see that we

could not do the precise work that has to be done for the

military customer in order to strike those targets.

I'd just quickly summarize, then, for you that to meet

military requirements and our other customers or DOD, we

need some better resolution, some stereo pairs, which we

can't get with the current LANDSAT system, and we need to be

able to position all of that in space so we know where it is

on the face of the earth to make the map. However, having
said that, I will tell you that an improved collector of

this type with those specifications--better resolution,
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326 stereo pairs, and positioning data--would help us do our job.

327 There is no question that we have more requirements than we

328 have imagery to fulfill those requirements, and an improved

329 collector with broad area coverage would help us overcome

330 that shortfall.

331 I will tell you, too, sir, that to do this--and certainly

332 Congressman McCurdy is well aware of this--in order to use an

333 improved collector of a multispectral sort in our new

334 digital production system, we would have to modify the

335 production system slightly to take the imagery we currently

336 use and mix it with this in order to produce a product.

337 Having said that, we estimate--but we don't know for sure,

338 because we haven't done any deep study on it--that it would

339 cost $20 million to $30 million to make software changes to

340 the digital production system in order to use an improved

341 collector called LANDSAT or something like that in our

342 production process. There again, I still think the country

343 would get its money's worth, because it will help do the job

344 that we've been asked to do and will overcome the shortfall.

345 So I think the up-front money that it would cost to modify

346 my software would be small change in the long haul.

347 With that, sir, I'd be happy to entertain the following

348 questions.

349 [The prepared statement of MG James follows:]

350
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352

353 The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, General. Weill hear

354 from Mr. Gordon first, and then weill question both of you.

355 Mr. Gordon?
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STATEMENT OF D. BRIAN GORDON, CHAIRMAN, TACTICAL AND

MILITARY MULTISPECTRAL REQUIREMENTS WORKING GROUP, DEFENSE

INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

Mr. GORDON. Let me thank Chairman Brown, Chairman McCurdy,

and the rest of the members for the opportunity to speak to

you today.

I am going to show you what happened in Desert Storm and

Desert Shield before that--the use of not only LANDSAT data,

but because it's relevant, the use of spot data and even

The use of the data was certainly successful.AVHRR. There
were significant contributions by LANDSAT, by spot and

AVHRR, contributing to the success of Operation Desert
storm.

I'd like to point out that certainly DOD would be using

LANDSAT and spot. We recognize that it's very important to

get a wide area of coverage over our areas of interest, and

we'll use everything we can get our hands on--any and all

imagery data--because of the very, very strong technical

tradeoffs between resolution and a broad area of coverage.

Its technology doesn't come cheap, and the cost of the data

in terms of technology or money is quite high, so we

certainly used this.

We also used it because it's unclassified. We had a
coalition of forces. We had to have unclassified data in
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order to share certain types of operational and targeting

material with other countries' forces during that particular

operation. Also, we noticed that the use of the data itself

played a heavier role than we had thought in the first

place. We were surprised when we found out that from $5

million to $6 million of this data was actually purchased by

DOD for this particular operation.

I'll be showing you many examples of how this data was

used during the operation, and you'll see a lot of color

pictures, I think a lot of impressive products, but to help

keep things in perspective, I would simply request that you

keep in mind that even though there were highly significant

uses of civil data during Desert storm, that imagery

actually represented a small percentage of the total amount

of imagery that was used during that operation.

Next slide, please.

In the Defense Intelligence Agency, we set up and

maintained a logistics flow of LANDSAT and AVHRR right to

the command. That's Central Command, the J2 or intelligence

operation over there. We made sure that the imagery was

sent on flights on the same day or at 48 hours at the most

to arrive in Riyadh in the most expeditious manner. I'll

show you some examples of all of these bullets.

We produced briefing graphics. Some of the graphics that

you saw on T.V. presented by Admiral McConnell here
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state-side and General Neil in fact carne from those, and

I'll show you examples of those. We supported the special

operation folks with graphics, because, of course, they're

extremely interested in getting the best possible picture of

how the scene actually looks, and we supported the Central

Command in general with area limitation products from

412 LANDSAT and Spot. I'll go into that in some detail.

413 Next slide, please.

414 In this particular case, just to show you what low

415 resolution can do for you, this scene is from the AVHRR--

416 that's a NOAA satellite; think of it as a weather satellite--

417 and here in this extremely low resolution--we're talking in

418 terms of kilometers--you can see the oil fires near Kuwait

419 City and, perhaps even more importantly £or some, where the

420

421

422

423

424

425

426

427

428

429

430

smoke trail is going over those two countries.

Next slide, please.

This shows you an example of trafficability and why we
consider it so important. Even though LANDSAT has 30-meter

spatial resolution, we can also integrate that with the spot

10-meter data. I'm very proud to say that DOD units, right

down to small units, have become so sophisticated in the use

of data that they all know how to integrate the 10-meter

spot data with the 30-meter LANDSAT data, and the different

colors you see represent different types of sands and soils,

so the commander is becoming used to identifying these
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431 various different types of sands and soils and associates it

432 with the ease or difficulty of maneuvering throughout this

433 terrain. In fact, some of the areas are a so-called

434 "no-go" area, where, in other words, you cannot get

435 certain vehicles through. This is for all types of

436 vehicles.

437 tanks.

438

439

440

441

442

443

Really you're talking about jeeps, hummers, or

Next slide.

DIA received LANDSAT data within 24 hours of what we call

time over target--that means the time that the actual imagery

was taken--and within 24 hours, we actually had an estimate.

I recall that quite vividly. In fact, I recall the news

that was released from the Defense Department talking about

444 some number of oil fires in Kuwait--I don't recall exactly

445

446

447

448

449

450

451

452

453

454

455

what it was, a couple hundred--and when I went home that

night, after looking at this imagery and counting the oil

fires, I discovered that, in fact, rather than a couple

hundred, we had some 560 that we could see on LANDSAT data.

So that number was released soon thereafter, so it was a

good story of how fast we can get it. Please recognize,

however, that LANDSAT data collects once every 16 days.

Actually, there were two birds up during the operation, so

it was once every eight days. So that was fortuitous that

we had coverage and then we could use the data immediately

the next day.
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456 Next slide, please.

457 r'll go down by service. First of all, the Army's

458 Intelligence Threat Analysis Center, which is located here

459 in Washington, produced many, many different types of

460 products. In fact, I've only generalized up here, including

461 image maps, mosaics, change pairs--that is, what has changed

462 between some previous imagery coverage and the present--and

463 lithographic maps--and I'm using the word "maps" instead of

464 "charts," because using LANDSAT data, you do not

465 necessarily get the type of metric quality you do from

466 imagery that was specifically designed for

467 charts--prospective views-- you'll be seeing examples of these

468 throughout the day, if you go to the demonstrations in

469

470

471

472

473

474

475

476

477

478

479

480

particular--and digital slope elevation products--that is,

being able to understand how steep a slope is in certain

areas.

I'll also show you some products by the 30th Engineering

Battalion that was actually deployed to the theater in a van

-- a van, by the way, which was configured within 45 days,

from day one to the time it was over there, 45 days, and

that was quite an accomplishment. And lastly, I'll show you

some examples of what the Corps of Engineers did in

analyzing oil slicks.

Next slide, please.

This is quite a simple product. It's a spot photograph of
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481 an ai~field to show va~ious featu~es--Ia~ge buildings,

482

483

484

485

486

487

488

489

490

491

492

493

494

495

496

497

498

499

500

501

502

503

504

505

hanga~s, ~unways, taxiways--and ove~layed with a geog~aphic

~efe~ence system of you~ choice. That is, if you'~e in the

A~my and like UTM, you can do it that way. If you'~e in the

Ai~ Force and like the geo coo~ds, you can do it that way.

Next slide, please.

In this pa~ticula~ case, this was one of the fi~st

identifications of the oil fi~es at al-Waf~ah, which is in

the ext~eme south of Kuwait.

Next slide, please.

I used this example because this was p~oduced on a ga~den

va~iety p~inte~, which is one of the advantages of

multispect~al that people don't often get into. The fact

that you have colo~ means you can diffe~entiate much bette~

among diffe~ent featu~es than black and white, and so we ~an

this off on the ga~den va~iety, p~obably a $300 o~ $400

p~inte~. The inte~esting thing about this is you notice the

facility in the cente~ is labeled as a fe~tilize~ plant, and

yet you'll notice the antiai~c~aft sites a~ound it ve~y

cu~ious, p~otecting this thing so st~ongly fo~ p~oducing

fe~tilize~.

Next slide, please.

I'll show you what was done in deploying that van into

theate~. I mentioned the 30th Enginee~ing Battalion.

Next slide, please.
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506 They support the 8th and the 18th Corps and special

507 operation forces.

508 Next slide, please.

509 And 45 days, they stuffed in the appropriate equipment to

510

511

512

513

514

515

516

517

518

519

520

521

522

523

524

525

526

527

528

529

530

include the digitization of products, the digital

manipulation of those products, leading to a product called

a lanatronic printer, which went into a regular lithographic

process, and so they could react quite quickly in producing

massive charts. A lot of LANDSAT and a lot of spot went
through this particular process.

Next slide, please.

This is a photograph of oil slicks. The vivid color you
see on either side are land forms, and the lacy pattern you

see toward the center of the slide is the oil slicks

themselves. The Army Corps of Engineers actually set up a

capability right at LANDSAT's office in Lanham, Maryland,

and stayed on-site and got this information to Washington

users and, more importantly, to command users in Riyadh, and

a lot of this data was also used in combination with

Department of Commerce, NOAA, the U.S. Coast Guard, and

contributed to a task team to try to assess as quickly as

possible the difficulties of that oil, including

desalinization plants.

Next slide, please.

Switching to the Air Force, very importantly, the Air
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531 Force integrated Spot data, 10-meter data, into their

532 mission support system.

533

534

535

536

537

538

539

540

541

542

543

544

545

546

547

548

549

550

551

552

553

554

555

This is an Air Force-wide program

affecting almost all Air Force organizations dealing with

flying planes, which I guess there are a few that aren't.

The 480th Tactical Intelligence Group at Langley produced

many types of target graphics very widely deployed, and they

supplemented standard cartographic and Intel products.

Quite importantly, SAC used this system and processed

LANDSAT and spot graphics, to include navigation charts. In

other words, if the navigation chart did not have a recent

update, they would use this data and then extract the data

from the LANDSAT and Spot-- particularly Spot--information and

then annotate and update those particular nav charts.

I didn't realize this until I pulled this together for

this particular hearing, but spot data was actually used to

rehearse that attack on that manifold complex. That was
where the Iraqis had let prodigious amounts of oil flow out

into the water, and we attacked the manifold to stop that

flow, and we did it successfully.

and they rehearsed that.

Next slide.

Again talking about the Air Force, through Air Force 10-

They actually used spot,

Cap, which is an organization which seeks to improve and to

enhance present capabilities further in support of the

operational commander, the tactical commander, they
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556 sponso~ed a wo~kstation called "Wings." This is whe~e a

557 pilot can look at a sc~een, sit the~e with a joy stick--they

558 we~e using a mouse when I saw it, and I told them that will

559 neve~ do, it's got to be a joy stick--and the pilot can

560 inte~actively make tu~ns and see the p~ospective view in

561 f~ont of him change as he makes those tu~ns. These types of

562 p~oducts a~e quite in demand whe~eve~ you find ai~ c~ews.

563 You can inte~actively fly th~ough and visualize you~ mission

564 and you~ ta~get.

565 Next slide, please.

566 These capabilities we~e deployed to Dhah~an with the Ai~

567 Fo~ce Fi~st Special Ope~ation Wing and Bah~ain with the
568 Ma~ine Ai~c~aft G~oup 11.

569 Next one.

570 Switching to the Navy, the Navy integ~ated Spot data into

571 thei~ TAMPS--the tactical air mission planning system. This

572 is a system that's pa~allel to the Ai~ Fo~ce mission suppo~t

573 system I talked about, and the TAMPS was in fact used by all

574 six ca~~ie~ g~oups and all of the Ma~ine Co~ps Ai~ Wings.

575 This capability came on-line late, lite~ally in the final

576 days of the campaign, so it wasn't used as much fo~

577 ope~ational, but the use~s did say that fo~ those few days.

578 it was a highly valuable capability, and that if it was

579 available f~om day one. they definitely would have used it.

580 I want to qualify the last bullet ve~y ca~efully. LANDSAT
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was not in fact used for targeting the cruise missile. It

was not on-line. But LANDSAT will be used for deriving the

types of information you need to put in the guidance system

in cruise missiles. For choosing the areas where, for

instance, it would have to make its turn point, you would

have to program that into the guidance system.

Next slide, please.

That's it. Thank you very much.

The CHAIRMAN. Before we start the questions, we have a

brief video, which is going to be given to us by Mark

Bromley from PRC, and we think that this is another very

effective device.

Mark, would you go ahead with that?

Mr. BROMLEY. The video you're about to see was actually

prepared under Air Force Project 2851. It's administered by
the Air Force, but it's really a tri-service program, and

the purpose is to standardize the digital data base of

products that will be used in training simulators in the

future.

This is the first true step we had to demonstrate photo

texture, and it's photo texture independent to the rest of

the data base at this point. So the video you're about to

see basically is a preview using the photo texture. It was
prepared by Image Data Corp. It consists of 7,600 still

frames that were then spliced together. Ideally, the actual
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606 weapons system t~aine~ is the simulato~s themselves. We do

607 this in ~eal-time. We did not use DTED in this case; it is

608 going to be used in a late~ ve~sion of it.

609 This is a natu~al colo~ image. It's made f~om both

610 LANDSAT and spot. The dates of the LANDSAT data given to us

611 by EOSAT was August 15, 30, and 31 of 1990, and the Spot

612 data was given to us fo~ Septembe~ 16, 1990. The data base

613 was actually p~epa~ed in the Decembe~-Janua~y time f~ame of

614 this yea~ and was dist~ibuted sho~tly the~eafte~. This is a

615 natu~al colo~ image. It is not a t~ue colo~ image. It is

616 not made up of ~ed-g~een-blue light wavelengths; it's

617 actually made up of ~ed and two inf~a~ed bands. It was

618 dete~mined that this was the best combination to po~t~ay

619 natu~al colo~s in a dese~t envi~onment. The image

620 p~ocessing was done by T~ifid Co~po~ation. You can see even

621 some of the senso~ a~tifacts, some of the st~iping in the

622 wate~ actually kind of looks like waves. You can see some

623 of the cu~~ent patte~ns in the wate~ textu~e itself. Ve~y

624 ~ealistic looking.

625 The video will fly a~ound Faylakah Island and then head

626 out ove~ Kuwait City. The~e a~e app~oximately th~ee LANDSAT

627 scenes in this data base and two Spot scenes that we~e used.

628 The next ve~sion of this tape will basically ~aise some of

629 the building st~uctu~es, apply photo textu~e to the building

630 st~uctu~es to give it mo~e of a th~ee-dimensionality. You
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631 can get a feel for some of the resolution in this. It's

632 going to fly over an oil tanker, and you can actually see

633 the impression cr@at@d by the wake of the oil tanker. Th@

634 data was delivered to us approximately in the Octob@r time

635 frame, so it was fairly timely in its delivery. Th@

636 resolution is good enough you can s@@ the actual traffic

637 island on the highway here by the key. You can see there's

638 also a fire in the downtown Kuwait government area.

639

640

641

642

643

644

645

646

647

648

649

650

651

652

653

654

655

Again,

later on we'll raise some of the buildings.

We also purchased Sojuzkarta stereo pairs to use in the

analysis, and it turns out a couple of days after this image

was acquired, the boats that you're seeing just coming onto

the screen were actually gone at that point. Vegetation is
green, and that was supported. As you approach the Kuwait

International Airport, you'll see there are objects laying

on the road. We never did determine what they are right

there. Again, you can see the kind of resolution you can get

from commercial sources. This data base was built primarily

with all commercial sources.

currently on fire.

We found that the spot data itself was very good for

simulating night vision systems. The LANDSAT was very good

for simulating daytime operations due to the color hues that

And the oil fields that are

you're seeing. The Sojuzkarta data that we did not use in

this video was actually purported to be about three- to
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656 five- mete~ ~esolution. The~e's the capability to add haze

657 facto~s and an a~tificial ho~izon. The p~og~am is cu~~ently

658 finishing up its p~ototyping stage and is moving into an

659 inte~ope~ation stage. whe~e we'll c~ank out sample data

660 bases fo~ dist~ibution to both gove~nment agencies and the

661 p~ivate community.

662 If the~e a~e any questions. I'd be mo~e than happy to

663 answe~ them.

664 The CHAIRMAN. Thank you ve~y much. M~. B~omley.

665 Let me ~ecognize M~. McCu~dy fi~st fo~ any questions that

666 he might have of this panel.

667 M~. MCCURDY. Thank you. M~. Chai~man.

668 Fi~st of all. I want to thank Gene~al James and M~. Go~don
669 fo~ thei~ testimony. Gene~al James has appea~ed befo~e ou~

670 committee on a numbe~ of occasions. and we did so in ou~

671 committee. but I think it's impo~tant that we do so he~e as

672 well. If the~e was a success story that pe~haps was not

673 he~alded enough in the Gulf Wa~. it's the pe~fo~mance of the

674 Defense Mapping Agency. They wo~ked ove~time and spent

675 countless hou~s gea~ing up to p~oduce the maps that we~e

676 needed fo~ Ope~ation Dese~t Shield and Dese~t Sto~m. and the

677 tons of maps and pape~ that was delivered on time and in a

678 ve~y ~elevant fashion was t~uly a success sto~y. and we

679 commend DMA fo~ that.

680 Gene~al. a Depa~tment of Defense ~eview completed last
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681 yea~ concluded that LANDSAT is "mission essential" fo~ the

682

683

684

685
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687

688

689

690

691

692

693

694

695

696

697

698

699

700

701

702

703

704

705

Defense Mapping Agency to support broad area coverage and

map preparation. Would you desc~ibe the tradeoffs between

using LANDSAT imagery and othe~ imagery sources, such as the

French spot System, for these DMA applications?

General JAMES. Well, yes, si~. Thank you, Mr. Chai~man,

for you~ rema~ks on the success of the agency in support o£

Desert Shield/Desert Storm and ou~ military £o~ces and the

Department Defense.

Reference your question, you heard some testimony about

how spot was me~ged with LANDSAT, and that does enhance

LANDSAT because, o£ course, it has better resolution, and as

I said ea~lie~, £or the milita~y map making pu~poses, 10

mete~s is not good enough. No doubt, it's bette~ than 30

mete~s. O£ cou~se. it's monoch~omatic. so you don't get the

multispectral view.

M~. MCCURDY. But I think we probably should operate on

somewhat o£ an assumption he~e. and that is the basis of our

hearings is to dete~mine whethe~ there would be suppo~t as

we go to the next generation of LANDSAT. and you might.

without going into a~eas that might be classi£ied, indicate

the bene£its and some o£ the c~ite~ia that you would like to

see available £~om the b~oad a~ea search but by

incorporating that upg~aded technology into a LANDSAT 7.

General JAMES. Congressman McCu~dy. it's a t~ue statement
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706 that we have a backlog of work in the Defense Mapping Agency

707 using the current systems. I have told the committee that

708 it takes better resolution, stereo pairs, and we have to be

709 able to fix that system into space. Therefore, it would be

710 highly beneficial to the Defense Mapping Agency if we had a

711 source, a collector, that had that kind of capability. It

712 would help us work our backlog, and since we are charged

713 with mapping the world and you have to use satellite imagery

714 to get to those places that you would be not at access

715 otherwise, that would be useful to us.

716 It would have to be a significant improvement in that you

717 would have to have a three- to five-meter resolution, for

718 example. It would also--if we take a system like LAHDSAT and

719 improve it for the Defense Mapping Agency, it would improve

720 it for the rest of the Department of Defense users without

721 question and solve some of the broad area search,

722 multispectral needs that we have. It would also get us out

723 of the foreign market for buying Spot.

724 It should cause all of us some concern, I think, when we

725 hear that we used a lot of French Spot in order to do work

726 in a war. That kind of capability may be limited next time,

727 may be shut down next time, and we in turn may not have any

728 capability of our own.

729 Mr. MCCURDY. Thank you, General.

730 Mr. Chairman, in the interest of time, I'll yield back my
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time.

The CHAIRMAN. MI. ShusteI?

MI. SHUSTER. Thank you, MI. ChaiIman.

The May issue of the AImed FOIces JouInal contained an

aIticle on the use of Spot images dUIing the PeIsian Gulf

WaI. The aIticle IepoIted that 108 spot scenes weIe

pUIchased dUIing the conflict and that these images

contIibuted to bombing missions against downtown Baghdad and

otheI high- pIioIity taIgets, including the sUIgical stIike

that cut off the flow of oil into the Gulf.

on the accuIacy of this infoImation?

GeneIal JAMES. CongIessman ShusteI, no, siI, I can't

Can you comment

comment on the accuIacy of it. I would say that as the DOD
pUIchaser of such imagery for whoever the customer may be in

the Department of Defense, we did buy a lot of Spot scenes,

and as you have heard testified to, the Air FOIce uses Spot

imageIY to help make their mission planning system wOIk. I

would say that certainly the United states Air Force uses

spot imageIY for pIe-planning study. It won't give them the

pIecision they requiIe on the taIget, but to plan a mission

OI to see what the terrain looks like when you combine, for

example, LANDSAT and Spot and you drive it thIough a

computer system, like you just saw in that pIesentation, it

is useful for planning the mission. FOI the pIecision you

IequiIe, you IequiIe something even betteI than Spot.
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756 Mr. SHUSTER. When you talk about "mission essential,"

757 can you tell us whether the different organizations involved

758 in the review that came to this determination were asked to

759 rank the importance of LANDSAT against other DOD programs?

760 Just exactly what do you mean by "mission essential"?

761 General JAMES. Congressman, I'm not sure I understand or

762 that I can answer that question. Can I ask for some help?

763 Mr. GORDON. The survey that you're talking about, first of

764 all, is about 18 months old now, so if we were to resurvey,

765 I'm sure we would get some different results. But certainly

766 the organizations that identified LANDSAT as "mission

767 critical," it should be understood that t~at's for a

768 specific function. In other words, it's not that it's

769 mission critical to the entire organization; it's mission

770

771

772

773

774

775

776

777

778

779

780

critical for some specific mission within that organization.

I believe DIA, SAC, DMA, SPACECOM, Special Operations

Command, Forces Command all had some tasks that they

considered critical. Certainly, this was not a net

assessment. In other words, this is what we would call an

unconstrained requirements call. The important thing to

understand is that an unconstrained requirements call does

not demand any sacrifice to be made by the person

responding, and so they will just flat tell you that, "Yes,

we need something to make something better."

Mr. SHUSTER. I understand, and, therefore, it perhaps
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781 suggests that that kind of a call isn't as significant as

782 one might otherwise think. Stated another way, if indeed

783 DOD were to say it's mission essential, then we could

784 perhaps say then DOD should put up more money to s@@ to it

785 that LANDSAT 7 gets built, and if DOD isn't willing to put

786 up more money, then maybe it isn't that important.

787

788
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800
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802
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804

805

Mr. GORDON. I would suggest that if this was a constrain@d

data call--that is, people were asked to rack and stack those

requirements against the chance of losing some other

capability--that the results could be expected to differ.

Mr. SHUSTER. Well, maybe we're going to need that kind of

an evaluation.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Than~ you, Mr. Shuster.

Mr. Wolpe?

Mr. WOLPE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I do have just one
question.

Obviously, the LANDSAT system is as valuable for purposes

of environmental monitoring as it is in terms of meeting our

national security requirements and defense needs. If you

had a high-resolution system of five meters in the future,

what would be the DOD's response to the question of civilian

access? Would there be an effort to try to deny civilian

access to that data for fear that our potential adversaries

could use the information in some way?
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General JAMES. Let me try to, if I may, sir, give you the

DOD view about LANDSAT that's been given to me, and that

view is that the LANDSAT Program should continue within the

civil and commercial sector and that DOD would then remain a

customer. However, realizing that the program is funded

only through LANDSAT 6, DOD is currently reviewing the

options with respect to future multispectral data

acquisition to include an assessment of requirements as well

as possible technical and operational alternatives. That
review is expected to be completed in sufficient time to

influence the fiscal year 1993 budget if necessary and

considered feasible, but DOD does have requirements for

multispectral data in several areas and accounts for a large

part of what Government LANDSAT data purchases amount to.

As far as if you made it so good that the commercial

sector couldn't get to it, I don't know the answer to that,
sir. I don't know at what point it becomes so good that you

suddenly end up in the classified arena.

Mr. WOLPE. How is the present situation handled when it

comes to third party purchases of this kind of data? Like

during the war, our Government, I gather, issued

instructions to the LANDSAT contractor not to sell any of

the data to the Iraqis, and the French did the same with

respect to theirs. What about third party purchases? How is

that addressed under current law?
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Mr. GORDON. It's my understanding, talking with folks in

the LANDSAT and spot organizations, that they would only

sell to people that they knew were either government or had

some sort of government association--for instance,

contractors working for DOD--and that it was their decision --

that is, the Spot folks and the LANDSAT folks--not in fact--to

do everything they could to prevent that imagery from

falling into Iraqi or "third party" hands.

Mr. WOLPE. But in other words, you're saying this is

discretionary with the contractor? This is not a matter of

our own Government direction and contractual understanding

with the contractor?

Mr. GORDON. Well, in those cases, of course, the
Government entity would decide that they did need a

contractor to work with the data, and perhaps that

contractor might buy the data directly from spot or LANDSAT,

but it would be a witting situation--that is, Spot and

LANDSAT would understand that the data would be under our
control.

General JAMES. As far as purchasing LANDSAT and spot data

today, the Defense Mapping Agency is the middleman for those

purchases for DOD users, but certainly no Third World people

are asking me to purchase. If DOD managed a system like

LANDSAT, then that would solve that problem that you're
asking for.
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856 M~. WOLPE. That's ~ight, but unde~ the cur~ent system,

857 that's not the situation.

858 Gene~al JAMES. That's not the situation at all fo~ eithe~

859 spot o~ LANDSAT.

860 M~. WOLPE. I mean, is the answe~--if a LANDSAT cont~actor

861 we~e to sell this data to a thi~d pa~ty o~ another count~y's

862 sou~ce that p~esumably was a secu~e sou~ce compatible with

863 ou~ inte~ests, a~e the~e any specifications in cu~~ent laws

864 as to t~ying to condition those sales upon such

865 understandings about subsequent sale to thi~d pa~ties?

866 M~. GORDON. I'm not awa~e of any laws that a~e specific to

867 the ~eselling of LANDSAT data. I think that's an ad hoc
868 situation.

869 M~. WOLPE. Okay. Thank you.

870

871

872

873

874

875

876

877

878

879

880

Gene~al JAMES. Cong~essman Packa~d, f~om the map-making

viewpoint, it p~ovides bette~ ~esolution; the~efo~e, the

The CHAIRMAN. M~. Packa~d?

M~. PACKARD. Is the~e a significant diffe~ence between the

usefulness and the quality of wo~k done by Spot ve~sus

LANDSAT?

quality of the image~y is bette~. But as I told you, to
genuinely make a p~oduct that's unique fo~ milita~y pu~poses

with the p~ecision ~equi~ed, f~om a map-making viewpoint,

neithe~ is p~efe~~ed. The~e a~e p~efe~red alte~natives as
they'~e cu~~ently configu~ed.
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Mr. PACKARD. Assuming that LANDSAT 7 will go forward and

funding will be made, are those that will be using LANDSAT 7

in agreement on the design and the configuration of the

satellite, or are there--are you working with those that

would also be using it?

General JAMES. Certainly, in the Defense Mapping Agency

we're working with them, sir. It's under study right now in

the Department of Defense by the Department of Defense

users, and from our viewpoint, we have given them the kind

of requirements that we would need on LANDSAT 7 to make it a

useful map-making tool for the Department of Defense, and

I've specified those requirements. But all the major

players are involved in a study at this time on this
subject.

Mr. PACKARD. Thank you.

896 Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

897 The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Kopetski?

898 Mr. KOPETSKI. Thank you, Mr. Chair.

899 I was just curious about whether there is a race going on

900 at all in terms of the Soviet Union, and are they moving in

901 these technologies at all?

902 Mr. GORDON. In the commercial arena, it's really an

903 interesting subject. The Sojuzkarta, which is a Soviet so-

904 called civil system, is being marketed throughout the world.

905 In fact, they're looking for U.S. private interests as a
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906 sales cutout to sell Soviet Karta data in the u.S. The

907 thing to keep in mind here is that Sojuzkarta is a film

908 return system. That is, it's not downlinked. So one would

909

910

911

912

913

914

915

916

917

918

919

920

921

922

923

924

925

926

927

928

929

930

have to put film in the system, launch the satellite, and

retrieve the bird to process the data, unlike LANDSAT and

Spot, that are downlinked, so that one has the data soon

after you actually take the picture.

So many of us think that Sojuzkarta really doesn't play

too strongly, but that would be a distortion, because there

are potential users who really don't care if the data is all

that old, and the spatial resolution of Sojuzkarta, I

believe, is around five- or six-meter spatial resolution, so

we have a rather ironic situation here, where our friends,

the Soviets, are releasing five-meter data; however, they're

not too anxious to release data over their own country.

Mr. KOPETSKI. And one can understand why. Who do you

think--is it an open market, or are they limiting--have they

targeted potential users?

Mr. GORDON. I don't think that we have enough experience

really to set down any patterns at this time. From the

Department of Defense standpoint, we've looked at some of

the data, and the products we've gotten from them have been

quality-wise not as good as we think they could be doing.

Photo processing and such is not what we would consider to

be top quality. We're not that interested in it.
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931 M~. KOPETSKI. And what about--I mean, we'~e not inte~ested

932 in it, because you'~e saying that, I mean, ou~ technology

933 and the potential enhancement of ou~ technology is much

934 bette~. Is that co~~ect?

935 M~. GORDON. I would say using a combination of the F~ench

936 spot 10-mete~ panch~omatic data that is black-and-white data

937 digitally integ~ated with LANDSAT 30-mete~ multispect~al is

938 in gene~al a much, much bette~ p~oduct than Sojuzka~ta. I

939 find that most of the use~s in DOD at one time o~ anothe~

940 will integ~ate those two datas. Also, when you compa~e

941 LANDSAT and spot, it's kind of like compa~ing apples with

942 o~angutans. It's a ~eally diffe~ent situation. LANDSAT,

943 even though it's 30-mete~ spatial ~esolution, is much mo~e

944

945

946

947

948

949

950

951

952

953

954

955

spect~ally inte~esting than the spot data, many mo~e

spect~al bands to wo~k with, and the DOD use~ community has

gotten quite sophisticated in using that spect~al data.

M~. KOPETSKI. Do you know if the Soviets a~e t~ying to --

if thei~ potential clientele includes te~~o~ist

o~ganizations?

M~. GORDON. That would be a ve~y difficult question to

answe~, depending on f~om whose viewpoint, I guess. Once
you sell civil data, you have to assume--as b~ought up

ea~lie~, thi~d pa~ty o~ganizations can ce~tainly buy data

fo~ anybody, so the basic assumption is, when you get in the

civil game, that once that data is sold f~eely that anybody
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956 can wind up with the data.

957 Mr. KOPETSKI. Do you know if the White House, the

958 Administration, is having any discussions with the Soviets

959 in terms of limiting the kinds of clientele one might sell

960 this kind of information?

961 Mr. GORDON. I know of no discussions.

962 Mr. KOPETSKI. Okay. Thank you.

963 Thank you, Mr. Chair.

964 The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Geren?

965 Mr. GEREN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have a question for
966 Mr. Gordon.

967 Mr. Gordon, I was particularly intrigued by the Kuwait

968 fly-over video. Would you just go into greater detail about

969 how that is generated, and also, how much time does it take

970 to do something like that? Could the DOD do that virtually

971 anywhere in the world? Just give us a little more

972 background on how that work product came about.

973 Mr. GORDON. Certainly much credit is to be given to the

974 free enterprise system. We view computer technology today

975 as kind of a candy store. We've got so many goodies out

976 there, it's sometimes hard to make a choice, and the

977 processing power in recent years has become so good so fast

978 that you can look out in the marketplace and configure a

979 workstation to put that, and the hard part is, of course,

980 the software. So the companies you see in the
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981 demonstrations. for instance. have put considerable talent

982 into that software.

983 I've seen the capability of doing that change drastically

984 in the last couple of years. You'll see "L.A .•" the

985 movie. It took literally days of computing to make that

986 movie a couple of years ago. With a specifically designed

987 workstation to do that. instead of days. you're talking

988 about hours. and I think pretty soon it's minutes. and we're

989 getting to the standpoint where it's going to be interactive

990 real-time. In other words. you'll be able to sit there with

991 a joy stick and actually at video rates--it will be a few

992 more years yet-- video rates actually do it in real-time.

993 So we have plenty of opportunity to make use of that data.

994 and at the command level and at the unit level. those folks

995

996

997

998

999

1000

1001

1002

1003

1004

1005

are in fact obtaining that equipment.

Mr. GEREN. How expensive would it be to produce the images

that we saw?

Mr. GORDON. I'm sorry. Again. please?

Mr. GEREN. How much would it cost to do the Kuwait fly-

over?

Mr. GORDON. Well. the cost in producing the fly-over is

not just the equipment itself. but the manpower going into

it. but I would say that you could buy a system today to do

the computing for in terms of under $100.000. Now. it's

always with hesitancy that I price something like that.
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can often outcost the

basic unit. If you sta~t talking about how you convert to

ha~d copy and how you put that stuff together, it can ~un up

into hundreds of thousands of dolla~s. But if you had lots

of time, you could ce~tainly put one together and use it if

you had a lot of time to integ~ate the data fo~ unde~

$100,000, maybe even under $50,000.

Mr. GEREN. How much does DIA typically spend per yea~ on
LANDSAT data?

Mr. GORDON. It would va~y. I would say that we would
probably purchase somewhe~e a~ound, at present rates--now,

I'm not going to talk about Dese~t Sto~m, because hopefully

that's not going to happen that often--but we would p~obably
purchase between $1 million and $1.5 million at present
rates per year. Keep in mind, of cou~se, that DMA is the

o~ganization that actually pu~chases the data fo~ us.

M~. GEREN. Thank you, M~. Chairman.

questions.

The CHAIRMAN. M~. Slaughter?

Mr. SLAUGHTER. No questions.

The CHAIRMAN. M~. Sabo?

Mr. SABO. How wide an a~ea does LANDSAT cover, and how

I have no othe~

quickly can you ta~get an area? Excuse me. The question

was, how large an a~ea do you cove~ in a fly-ove~ of

LANDSAT, and how quickly can you ta~get an a~ea? Also, part
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of the question--to what degree can you image through clouds

or smoke, as in the case of Kuwait?

Mr. GORDON. You don't see through clouds. I'm afraid
there's no magic here. We all wish we could.

Mr. SABa. Pardon me?

Mr. GORDON. We don't see through clouds with any of this

type of data. You can pick special bands so perhaps it

would see better through light haze better than black and

white imagery, for example. LANDSAT frame is 100 nautical

Those fly-throughs you see are

considerably less than that. They would pick a slot through

LANDSAT frame and only use that data for the fly-through,

and so you're probably seeing like from horizon to horizon
maybe 30 nautical miles at the most.

Mr. SABa. And how long does it take you to--if I said

tomorrow I want this area targeted for a fly-over, can you

do it, and how long is it?

Mr. GORDON. The LANDSAT satellite--if you did not have the

data in storage somewhere and you had to have it collected,

then you might have to wait for--we have two birds up now--you

might have to wait for eight days for the next opportunity

to collect. If it's in storage and if it's an emergency

situation, LANDSAT or Spot would react for an emergency

situation, so that we'd probably have the data in our hands

in hours. We could have it in our hands in six to eight
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1056 hou~s.

1057 M~. SABa. I guess I'm not following. r~om the time of

1058 fly-ove~ until you get it, it's six to eight hou~s?

1059 M~. GORDON. You mean f~om the time the satellite imagery

1060 is taken?

1061 M~. SABa. Yes.

1062 M~. GORDON. Yes, it could be--if you have to have new data

1063 taken and you're not using histo~ical data, you may have to

1064 wait as long as eight days for the satellite to be ove~ the
1065

1066

1067

1068

1069

1070

1071

1072

1073

1074

1075

1076

1077

1078

1079

1080

a~ea of inte~est and to take the picture.

M~. SABa. Okay. Now, how long would it take fo~ you to

get it back a second time in ~oughly the same a~ea?

M~. GORDON. Best case was that oil fi~e situation, and we
in fact got the data, p~ocessed it, and ~eleased info~mation
within 24 hou~s. So you can--unde~ ideal ci~cumstances, from

the time it's taken and if it's taken that day, you can have

analyzed the data within 24 hou~s.

M~. SABa. Okay. But if you wanted a second image of the
same a~ea?

M~. GORDON. Then you'd have to wait fo~ the next access.

which would be eight days late~ with two bi~ds flying. So

it's not what we would call a quick ~eaction system. You

can't count on having access to the target eve~y day. fo~

instance. o~ every couple of days.

M~. SABa. I'm just cu~ious. What happened with the oil
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Mr. SABa. No, 11m just curious what happened. You know, I

recall the reports were we thought it was going to destroy

their water supply, and I--

Mr. GORDON. Oh, that was interesting.

Mr. SABa. I donlt know what happened.

Mr. GORDON. The Army Corps of Engineers has got a real

great story there and also the Department of Commerce, NOAA.

The winds shifted fortuitously during that time period, and

to our utter amazement, through the NOAA AVHRR data and

through LANDSAT, we saw it inch toward the shore, then back

off, then go north, then go south, against all weather

predictions which said that, you know, the wind should shove

it down along the shore, so we certainly lucked out in that

situation to an extent. So it didnlt become the threat to
the--

Mr. SABa. The wind sent it elsewhere.

Mr. GORDON. Yes, it played with it. We were amazed. We
said, IIHere it is today, there it is today, II and it was

just meandering about.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Gilchrest?

Mr. GILCHREST. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Gordon, during the video, the simulation, you said or
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one of you said that it was from commercial sources.

that mean it wasn't from military satellites?

Mr. GORDON. Oh, I meant the image processing equipment

that did the work for that. All the processing, all the

Does

digital machinery and software, was from commercial sources.

No, the data itself was from commercial satellites.

Mr. GILCHREST. Oh, the data was from commercial
satellites?

Mr. GORDON. Right.

Mr. GILCHREST. Then the DaD put it together for this

simulation?

Mr. GORDON. That particular viewing was put together for a
military project by a commercial entity.

ourselves within DOD.
We can do that

Mr. GILCHREST. I see.

Mr. GORDON. In certain organizations.

Mr. GILCHREST. When LANDSAT 6 goes up, it will be a

much-improved version of the things we've seen and heard

today? I mean, as far as the spectral images and things of

this nature are concerned.

to what we have?

Mr. GORDON. No, it will be different.

Or is this going to be similar

The LANDSAT 6
satellite will have a 15-meter sharpening band, we would

call it. It's a black and white or panchromatic band. The

rest of the LANDSAT 6 will be quite similar with LANDSAT
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1131 today, but that 15-mete~ panch~omatic band will be used with

1132 the 30- meter, and the spatial resolution of the entire

1133 product will be more like 50 meters rathe~ than 30 meters,

1134 so that's--

1135 Mr. GILCHREST. A little improvement.

1136 Mr. GORDON. Nume~ically, twice as good.

1137 Mr. GILCHREST. So then we'~e hoping with LANDSAT 7 it will
1138

1139

1140

1141

1142

1143

1144

1145

1146

1147

1148

1149

1150

1151

1152

1153

1154

1155

be down to five?

Mr. GORDON. The requi~ements that we submitted to the

Depa~tment of Commerce--and this is now a little old, this is

a couple of years ago--I chaired a panel which put togethe~

requirements for DOD, and we stated in that particular

unclassified document that we would prefe~ to see a system
that had five-meter spatial resolution.

M~. GILCHREST. So it's very possible to have five-meter

spatial resolution, and it's nothing that's out of ~each?

M~. GORDON. Well, there's sort of a tradition in the civil

community, any entities that wo~k with new systems, and

that's that when you produce your requirements, it's

relatively technology independent. That is, we in the use~

community do not want to tell the enginee~s how to do their

job. We just give them the requirements, and then they

determine how they would do that. So I guess there would

just be an assumption that five-meter spatial ~esolution is

doable today, but it's always the same: fo~ what amount of
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money can you do five-meter spatial resolution?

Mr. GILCHREST. Well, looking at the LANDSAT--let's say

LANDSAT 6 or LANDSAT 7--is there any way to coordinate,

understanding that it takes--Iet's say if you need a

particular area photographed and it might not be in that

area, you might have to wait eight days to get that picture.

Is there any coordination or way that that same satellite

can be useful for environmental purposes and useful for

military purposes?

Mr. GORDON. I have observed that the use of LANDSAT data

within DOD is so varied, we have so many different tasks and

missions, whether it's at the national level here in

Washington or particularly if it's in the commands, there

1169 are so many different objectives that they pretty much cover

1170 the waterfront, and the civil community would probably

1171 conclude that, by and large, the Department of Defense

1172 requirement for multispectral data is quite close to their

1173 own requirements.

1174 I would think the only time that you would part company in

1175

1176

1177

1178

1179

1180

this concept is if we went into what's called hyperspectral

data, where instead of seven bands, for instance, we're

talking about hundreds of bands. I don't really personally

see that this is financially doable in the near future.

When we get to that, then indeed specific narrow bands are

at issue, and maybe a geologist would have some requirements
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that we have no use for in DOD and vice versa.

Mr. GILCHREST. When the LANDSAT satellite goes up, I

suppose it's in a permanent fixed orbit. I mean, you can't

move it to different areas for different purposes once it's

in orbit.

Mr. GORDON. Yes, I would guess that would be true in any

LANDSAT follow-on. Also, in our DOD submission to the

Department of Commerce, we did say that we needed more

frequent revisit times. That would mean that a satellite
would have to be designed so it can look out. The LANDSAT
is called a nadir system.

it.
It looks straight down and that's

Incidentally, that's a tradeoff. In other words, there
are advantages to that. Every time you come back to that

area, it's exactly the same as it was last time, and you can
integrate the data better. When you start clicking off to
the sides and so on, you give up some of that.

tradeoff.

Mr. GILCHREST. This is the last question, Mr. Chairman.

So it's a

Is there ever a use--and I think there are certain

satellites up there that just fly over the same spot. In

other words, they rotate at the same rate that the earth

rotates, and the same area is photographed constantly.

Would there be any use for that in LANDSAT programs?

Mr. GORDON. Yes. if we had an intense interest in India,
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1206 but it stays on the equator. In other words, it's an

1207 equatorial launch in synchronous orbit. So if you have

1208

1209

1210

1211

1212

1213

1214

1215

1216

1217

1218

1219

1220

1221

1222

1223

1224

1225

1226

1227

1228

1229

1230

targets that are near the equator, that would work, but it

doesn't work for more northerly or southerly targets. So

that's why LANDSAT and Spot speak of polar orbit, so that

they can go around the earth from pole to pole, and then the

earth obligingly turns underneath it, so you have access to

the entire world.

Mr. GILCHREST. Thank you, gentlemen.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Ms. Horn?

Ms. HORN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Glickman?

Mr. GLICKMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I have no questions.

I'm not sure this question was asked or not, but I want to

go back to LANDSAT 7 and concerned about the impact if we

don't build it and whether foreign satellite systems would

be the only sources for multispectral, broad area coverage
imagery. I wonder if you could comment on that, either one
of you.

Mr. GORDON. If we don't produce a system, then in DOD we

would certainly use any source of data we could--and maybe

even including Sojuzkarta if they improve theirs--that we can
get our hands on. We're quite pragmatic about the

situation. When it comes to national defense, we're going

"' '~',.:. ,
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to use everything, every possible source we can get.

Mr. GLICKMAN. What is there to use is what I'm saying.

Give me what's out there.

Mr. GORDON. The French spot would assumably be around. The

French spot folks would tell you that they have already

budgeted and planned for many years out, out to spot 4 and

5, when they plan on making a change or improving the system

out there, and they certainly will tell you that they have

no problems in those areas. They've got the money, they've

got the money in the books, and they've got one on the

shelf, and they'll have one on the shelf. So if you can

believe them, then we'll have a spot to look out of.

Mr. GLICKMAN. And is that of the quality that would
provide you what capabilities you would need?

Mr. GORDON. spot does not have the spectral

characteristics of LANDSAT, so we would take a hit there,

but we might be able to also use Japanese data. The

Japanese are working on a system. They've got a system up

right now, but it's no real advantage to us. In other

words, it doesn't advance--it doesn't give us any better data

than we've got access to right now, but they do plan on

launching an improved system, I believe, toward the

mid-1990s, which would have an improved spatial resolution

and spectral resolution.

The Canadians plan to launch something called RADARSAT,
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1256 which will give us radar data around--I forget the exact

1257 spatial resolution, but I think it's somewhere in the 15- to

1258 20-meter spatial resolution. And then depending on how you

1259 believe, there are several other countries who claim that

1260 they're going to get into the business as well, but I tend

1261 not necessarily to put a lot of faith in--

1262 Mr. GLICKMAN. But you do believe that the French and

1263 perhaps the Japanese--

1264 Mr. GORDON. Definitely the Japanese.

1265 Mr. GLICKMAN.--will be heavily involved in this and that a

1266 a minimum, we could use their technology, and at a more

1267 serious rate, they could leapfrog us in terms of their

1268 satellite capability.

1269

1270

1271

1272

1273

1274

1275

1276

1277

1278

1279

1280

Mr. GORDON. If they keep on putting money in it, yes. It's

interesting to note, however, that when the Japanese made

the decision to create their own sensors and detector, which

is a very arduous task, getting into detector technology,

they had an argument within their country as to "Why don't

we just go to the u.s. because they do it best?," right

down to the company that was making them, and they made the

decision not to go to the u.s. because they wanted to build

up the national capability in that area.

Mr. GLICKMAN. Okay.

General James, do you have any comments on my question?

General JAMES. Only from a map maker's standpoint, sir.
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1281 Multispectral capabilities provide us limited new data over

1282 what we already do. We do use it for determination of soil

1283 composition, moisture content, we identify water/land

1284 boundaries and some hazards, but to have the multispectral

1285 capability wherever, it enhances what we do, but it's not a

1286 live or die for the Defense Mapping Agency work.

1287 Mr. GLICKMAN. What about for--and I'm not sure either one

1288 of you can answer this--but for the kind of environmental
1289

1290

1291

1292

1293

1294

1295

1296

1297

1298

1299

1300

1301

1302

1303

1304

1305

problems that this earth may have over the next 20 or 30

years, trying to anticipate what they might be, from volcano

eruptions to fires to I'm not sure what else we're talking

about, but is a LANDSAT 7 significantly important in

understanding what environmental degradation there might be
to the earth over and above what we have now?

Mr. GORDON. I can only--well, not only. I think the best

is to probably refer to NASA's statements earlier, years

ago, when they stated that work that they were going to do

on, for instance, the EOS observation system depended in

some measure on a continuing LANDSAT Program. That is, that
the environment is obviously quite large and that all these

little -- this is my personal opinion--all these little tiny

instruments that are going to look at a spot--which I'm not

terribly interested in, so I'm prejudiced--they're great.

They do immense measurement of all different types for a

small area, but you need context, and so in any
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1306 environmental situation, just like in mapping and just like

1307 in intelligence, one needs the big picture, and one needs

1308 basic spectral information over large areas, and so that's I

1309 guess a rather long answer to your question, saying yes, of

1310 course, these types of satellites are gOing to be very

1311 important to civil environmental problems.

1312 Mr. GLICKMAN. Thank you very much for your testimony.

1313

1314

1315

1316

1317

1318

1319

1320

1321

1322

1323

1324

1325

1326

1327

1328

1329

1330

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Volkmer?

Mr. VOLKMER. No questions.

The CHAIRMAN. Gentlemen, let me just ask you one question.

Both of you have testified directly or indirectly that

LANDSAT provides certain unique value-added characteristics

because of its multispectral capability, and both of you

have indicated that it could be improved upon by certain

technical modifications, and that other nations are moving

in the direction of developing sensors that provide both

higher resolution and multispectral capability. We're

debating whether to continue with the existing system.

Let me just ask you this. Have I correctly interpreted

your testimony that this is a unique system, that it needs

to be upgraded, other nations are upgrading theirs, and

we're debating whether to continue ours? Is that about the

situation?

General JAMES. Mr. Chairman, answering for the Defense

Mapping Agency, again, I can tell you the Department of
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Defense is studying this problem. It is some concern,

because multispectral imagery is required by many DOD users,

and, of course, I have personal concerns that this Nation

should have some capability of its own rather than buying or

leasing or renting it from someone else. So yes, sir, I

think you've interpreted my remarks. My specifics about

what it would take to make a military map is strictly

military map-making business.

The CHAIRMAN. I don't think the lack of LANDSAT would put
you out of business.

General JAMES. No, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. But you have testified that it does give you
certain unique capabilities.

Mr. Gordon?

Mr. GORDON. It's probably a good point to mention that a

lot has been made of DOD being the major customer for

LANDSAT data. I've seen the use of the data grow over the

past several years, and it's to my chagrin that I think that

the reason for this is not that we're necessarily buying all

that much data, but that the civil market itself has not

gone as far as it could go, mainly because--and I think this

is extremely important--it's hard to sell your boss on new

equipment and to analyze this data when you can't guarantee

him that you're going to have a source of data in the

future.

: :•.: ;.. r , :. ..
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1356 So let me submit that one of the reasons why we look like

1357 the largest customer is because in the civil community. the

1358 investments have not been made to in fact take advantage of

1359 this data. and I think they would have been made if in fact

1360 there was a continuing LANDSAT Program. and I think right

1361 now the civil uses of LANDSAT data are vastly underestimated

1362 in potential. I still firmly believe that the biggest use

1363 of LANDSAT data is inherently in the civil community. but

1364 what we have here is an aberration where we have increased

1365 our use of that data at the same period of time when the

1366 civil community has either decreased its use or in fact has

1367 chosen not to get into those areas.

1368 The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. The civil community is

1369 probably not developing its market potential for perhaps the

1370 same reason that some of the Government agencies aren't.

1371 that the system--there's no guarantee of it. it doesn't meet

1372 all of their qualifications. the market would be better if

1373 it were five-meter resolution and faster turnaround and all

1374 that.

1375 Mr. VOLKMER. Mr. Chairman?

1376 The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Volkmer?

1377 Mr. VOLKMER. I'm sorry I was late and didn't get all the

1378 questions that have been addressed.

1379 The CHAIRMAN. We accept your apologies.

1380 Mr. VOLKMER. This may have been addressed before. and if
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1381 it was, just say so, and I'll just find out from staff. But

1382

1383

1384

1385
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the question is, does the military have any plans in the

future for a LANDSAT type of satellite?

General JAMES. That question was answered, Congressman.

Mr. VOLKMER. Okay.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, gentlemen. We will
want to perhaps call one or both of you back when we have

subsequent hearings with regard to some of the policy

issues. I'd love to take them up with you now, but that

wasn't our purpose, and we very much appreciate your

testimony. Thank you.

The next panel will be invited to corneforward at this

time, and it includes Dr. Peck from the USGS, Dr. Corell

from National Science Foundation, and Dr. Rock from the

University of New Hampshire.

We're going to take about a 10-minute break to go answer

the roll call, gentlemen, and if you'll just relax and have

a cup of coffee, we'll be back with you as quickly as

possible.

[Recess.

The CHAIRMAN. Would the audience resume their seats and

the panel come forward? The members are a little slow

returning from the roll call, but I think we need to get

started anyway.

This next panel is going to talk about the scientific and
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global change applications of LANDSAT. It's ~athe~

inte~estin9 that the fi~st panel discussed the use of

LANDSAT data by the milita~y, which tu~ns out to be meeting

a ~eal-- although still I think a niche--need as fa~ as the

milita~y is conce~ned. It's widely ~umo~ed that they have a

system of thei~ own which is conside~ably bette~ than

LANDSAT fo~ most pu~poses but doesn't have the multispect~al

cove~age that LANDSAT does, so LANDSAT meets that need.

The witnesses befo~e us now will speak with ~ega~d to the

scientific aspects of LANDSAT, and I'm going to inse~t in

the ~eco~d afte~ thei~ testimony a lette~ that the committee

has ~eceived f~om D~. Gowa~d, the Di~ecto~ of the Labo~ato~y

fo~ Global Remote Sensing Studies at the Unive~sity of

Ma~yland, because it has a couple of sentences that kind of

define how LANDSAT sta~ted, and I thought r'd ~ead them.

It says he~e, "LANDSAT, f~om its o~igin, was developed to

monito~ land vegetation g~owth and ~elated envi~onmental

conditions. The specifications for the spect~al bands,

~adiomet~ic resolution, and spatial ~esolution we~e all

developed with the intent of monito~ing activities such as

ag~icultu~e, fo~est~y, ~esou~ce exploration, and u~ban/

subu~ban development. Inte~estingly, the spatial ~esolution

was const~ained mo~e by national defense conside~ations than

technological limitations."

Without objection, I'll put the full text of this in the
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1431 record. But just as the system has shown itself to be

1432 sufficiently versatile to be useful to the military, it has

1433 also developed both scientific and other commercial uses

1434 which were not anticipated when it first began.

1435 [A copy of the letter from Dr. Goward follows:

1436

1437 ********** INSERT **********
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1439 The CHAIRMAN. With those observations, let me welcome Dr.

1440 Peck as the first witness, and we'll have each of you

1441 present your testimony and then have questions.
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STATEMENT OF DALLAS PECK, DIRECTOR, U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY,

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, WASHINGTON, D.C., AND CHAIRMAN,

COMMITTEE ON EARTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES; ACCOMPANIED

BY: GENE A. THORLEY, ASSISTANT DIVISION CHIEF, NATIONAL

MAPPING DIVISION, U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

Mr. PECK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

If I may, I'll place the full statement in the record and
give you an oral summary.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection.

Mr. PECK. I'm speaking today from the viewpoint of

Director of the U.S. Geological Survey, and Dr. Corell will

be talking more from the viewpoint of the Committee on Earth

and Environmental Sciences and the Working Group on Global

Change. I'm accompanied by Dr. Gene Thorley from our

National Mapping Division, and as we go into questions, I

may need to rely on him to help me answer.

I'd like to--under the leadership of former director

William T. Pecora, the Survey has played a major role in

defining the LANDSAT and technical specifications, and as a

result, we've developed an active program of remote sensing

research in the Department of Interior, and we've had

responsibility for processing, archiving, and distributing

LANDSAT data using our EROS Data Center in Sioux Falls,
South Dakota.
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The Survey is a major user of LANDSAT data. In the early

1468 years of the program, most of our cooperative research and

1469 applications development work was conducted with civilian

1470 agencies in the U.S. and other countries. In recent years,

1471 we've also worked very closely with the defense and

1472 intelligence communities on data products prepared to meet

1473 many of their information requirements, such as terrain

1474

1475

1476

1477

1478

1479
1480

1481

1482

1483

1484

1485

1486

1487

1488

1489

1490

1491

analysis, image mapping, and change detection.

The Department of Interior used the 19-year LANDSAT data

archive for many operational and research needs. In this

case, I'd like to refer for the next minute or two to some

of the illustrations that accompany my testimony.

The first one, for example, we've demonstrated that the
extent o£ de£orestation in the tropics can be assessed using

LANDSAT and advanced very high-resolution radiometer--AVHRR

data. The Figure 1 shows deforestations in Rondonia,

Brazil.

We've also monitored urban area growth and the expansion

of irrigated agricultural land, and the second illustration

is o£ Saudi Arabia and shows the development of center pivot

irrigation in north central Saudi Arabia near Riyadh, the

capital.

We've also assessed the impact of volcanic eruptions, such

as the Mount st. Helens eruption in 1980, and we've

monitored the recovery o£ natural ecosystems of such areas
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1492 with LANDSAT data. So the next illustration is three

1493 panels, and it shows an image of st. Helens on September 15,

1494 1973, before the eruption; an awesomely different one taken

1495 May 22, 1983, three years after the May 1980 eruption; and

1496 the third one taken at the end of August 1988, showing,

1497 particularly in the upper left-hand corner, a real change in

1498 the vegetation cover. I was in that area last week, and

1499 that vegetation has continued to grow and expand.

1500 We've also assessed environmental changes such as changes

1501 in lake levels caused by a long-term drought or withdrawal

1502 of water for irrigation, and the last figure shows the

1503 significant drop of water level in the Aral Sea of the

1504 Soviet Union due to diversion for irrigation purposes.

1505 I want to emphasize that comparisons like this couldn't be

1506 made without historical LANDSAT archive. The current policy

1507 is to acquire data only when a paying customer requests it.

1508 There's no Government plan with funding to place orders for

1509 repetitive data of the earth, so our future archive of data

1510 will not be as complete or as frequent as it used to be.

1511 This will continue to be a problem in the LANDSAT 602.

1512 There are a variety of other applications of the data, as

1513 you're well aware. These include satellite image maps of

1514 the U.S. and foreign areas, including production of LANDSAT

1515 image maps to support operational counter-narcotics efforts

1516 in the U.S. and in poorly mapped areas of South America;
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support for the Persian Gulf War and post-war environmental

conditions; land cover mapping in Alaska, which we've

completed for more than 250 million acres; wildfire

monitoring--the assessing of impacts and recovery monitoring

in Yellowstone National Park; monitoring changes in glaciers

and sea ice. A particularly good example is the breaking

away of enormous blocks of sea ice from the Antarctic ice

shell.

We use LANDSAT data for mineral assessment of the United

States to identify and analyze potentially mineralized areas

and rock alteration zones. Mineralized areas near Reno are

identified by Thematic Mapping data, as shown in the exhibit

room next- door. LANDSAT data for mapping and identifying

geologic structures for hazard assessment, particularly as

it relates to earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, and

landslides. Finally, the use of LANDSAT and spot data for

map revision and satellite image mapping. Research in this

area has demonstrated the value of higher spatial resolution

in the stereo imaging capability of Spot.

We continue to maintain the U.S. Government archive of

LANDSAT data through direct appropriations to our annual

budget. We recognize how important it is to preserve the

LANDSAT archive for global change research and as a base

line for environmental assessment. To do this, we're taking

steps to convert the U.S. archive to a stable storage and
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1542 reproduction media. This is essential, because the data are

1543 currently stored in different formats, and they are becoming

1544 unreadable due to the degradation of the tapes and

1545 obsolescence of the processing system.

1546 We're now distributing all LANDSAT MSS data more than two

1547 years old, because EOSAT released these data from their

1548 exclusive marketing rights.

1549
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1561
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Access to these data at the

cost of reproduction and distribution is increasing their

use for global change research and other change detection

applications.

As you can tell, we have a high degree of interest in the

future of the LANDSAT Program. We continue to represent the
Department of Interior in working groups and studies on the
LANDSAT 6 follow-on system. We are an active member of the
CEES Task Group studying the value of LANDSAT to the U.S.

Global Change Research Program under Bob Corell's direction.

And our role as Chairman of the Civil Applications

Committee, we provide an important interface so that civil

Federal agencies can become aware and make appropriate use

of the Department of Defense capabilities. The CAC could

serve as a mechanism for ensuring that civil requirements

for LAHDSAT- type data are adequately represented in the

Department of Defense planning.

We also support NASA's EOS Program. Our EROS Data Center

will process archive and distribute land-related data from
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EOS sensors. Our longstanding participation in the LANDSAT

Program provides the basis for a continued USGS role in

several management options for the LANDSAT 6 follow-on

program. Regardless of the option selected, the Survey will

continue to maintain the Government's permanent long-term

LANDSAT archive of existing data and will also address the

issue of how data from commercially operated systems, such

as LANDSAT 6 under EOSAT management and spot, can be

acquired and preserved for long-term use by Government and

civilian users. The Survey will continue to provide a

LANDSAT information and inquiry capability, and as part of

the U.S. Global Change Research Program, we are developing a

global land information system, which is a computer-based
inquiry system. That system will provide users with

information about land-related global change data, including

LANDSAT.

We're always looking for more opportunities to provide

international linkages to our data bases. The EROS Data
Center, for example, now houses the North American facility

supporting the UHEP-GRID network, which exchanges

information about environmental data on a worldwide basis.

Thank you for the opportunity to express the views of the

Survey on this important subject. LANDSAT is important for
many domestic, national defense, and international programs,

and the public benefits from the use of LAKDSAT in these
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pI:ogI:ams. We'I:e pI:epaI:edto paI:ticipate in the conceptual

design of futuI:e LANDSAT systems and in decisions about the

most effective way to manage and opeI:ate the systems.

Thank you.

[The pI:epaI:edstatement of MI:. Peck follows: ]

********** INSERT **********
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. Dr. Peck.

Dr. Corell?
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT W. CORELL, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR

GEOSCIENCES, NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION, WASHINGTON,

AND CHAIRMAN, CEES WORKING GROUP ON GLOBAL CHANGE

D. C. ,

Mr. CORELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

It's a pleasure to be here this morning to testify on the

of LANDSAT in the U.S. Global Change Research Program.

As you may know, I serve as the Chairman of the Working

What I'd like to do is outline a
number of the aspects of the LANDSAT data issue and their

relationship to the USGCRP.

First, let me outline the major objectives of the Global

Change Program and the importance of LANDSAT data to meeting

those objectives. Secondly, I thought I'd talk a bit about

some of the complimentary satellite systems that are

intended to support global change research and then say a

word or two about the availability of LANDSAT data for

global change.

First, the Global Change Research Program itself. It was

established to provide a scientific basis for national and

international policy-making related to natural and human-

induced changes in the overall earth system, and to meet

that broad objective, the CEES has established three

specific objectives, one of which is very much tied to the

LANDSAT issue, and that is the establishment of an
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1627 integrated, comprehensive, long-term program of documenting

1628 the earth system. In addition, the Global Change Program

1629 will conduct a series of focused or process-related studies

1630 to substantially improve our understanding of how the earth

1631 system works, both on global and on regional scales.

1632 Finally, all of this is intended to be integrated to extend

1633 dramatically our conceptual understanding and our predictive

1634 ability to understand how the earth works.

1635 In doing that, the USGCRP set up seven scientific areas

1636 that would reflect the interdisciplinary nature of this

1637 complex research program, and it would give us a framework

1638 within which to set priorities so we could establish funding

1639 profiles that were realistic in terms of available dollars

1640 and yet clearly addressed the key scientific questions. One

1641 of the key issues that fell out of that analysis is that the

1642 research effort must be supported by a consistent, long-term

1643 set of repetitive measurements and observations into the

1644 mechanisms and processes that are associated with global

1645 change, and earth-orbiting satellites are an essential

1646 source of these data.

1647 I'll say a word or two now about the needs more directly

1648 with respect to LANDSAT. Data from the LANDSAT series of

1649 satellites are particularly suited not only to monitor

1650 seasonal variation in ground cover, but also provide

1651 long-term understanding of the variation and changes in
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1652 standing vegetation biomass, biological productivity, land

1653 cover, snow and ice cover, the rate of deforestation,

1654 desertification, and an understanding of changes in fragile

1655 ecosystems.

1656 LANDSAT data, which is consistent in format and

1657 characteristics, have now been collected without

1658 interruption for the past 19 years, and the existing LANDSAT

1659 data provides a unique base line of land conditions in the

1660 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s that are not available from any

1661 other source. The President's policy to continue

1662 LANDSAT-typ@ data supports our ability to monitor these

1663
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changes in global environment that are occurring in response

to climat@ and other environmental stress.

LANDSAT data is used to support a wide variety of efforts

within the Global Change Program, and I thought r'd just

touch on some of those more or less in a list. LANDSAT data
is used to help us study the role of clouds; the role of

land, atmosphere, ocean water and energy fluxes; the role of

the cryosphere in global change; a whole host of topics in

the bio and terrestrial area--terr@strial biosphere nutrient

and carbon cycling, terrestrial inputs to marine ecosystems,

and so forth. One of the areas in which it is a substantial

contributor of data is in the broad area of ecosystems and

dynamics, and there's a whole host of things which are

outlined in the written testimony.
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Similarly, as we understand the anthropogenic inputs to

1678 global change, or, as we call them, human interactions,

1679 LANDSAT data is important in the broad GIS data bases and

1680 are essential to many of our modeling efforts in terms of

1681 population growth, energy demand, land use, and industrial

1682 production. It's also central to much of what we do, as Dr.

1683 Peck has indicated, in solid earth processes.
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More

specifically, LANDSAT Thematic Mappers have been used and

will continue to be used to support global change in

determining continental biomass dynamics, the role of snow

cover in establishing adequate soil waters for seasonal

vegetation growth in semi-arid areas, it's been used in

helping us understand the role of alpine snow and the

changes in surface radiation budget and so forth.

In short, LANDSAT data provide one of the very few long-

term data sets available now for almost 20 years that is

useful for geophysical and ecological research and includes

our ability to determine forest cover, land surface

vegetation, geological parameters, seasonal distribution and

movement of sea ice, land surface albedo, changes in polar

ice sheets and the movement of large glaciers, and a whole

host of others that are outlined in the document.

However, no one data set will prevent the USGCRP from

making significant scientific and research progress. Budget

realities force us often to make tough decisions, and we are
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continuing to examine the ~elative impo~tance of all data

sets in suppo~ting the USGCRP and its ability to suppo~t the

policy p~ocess in this count~y and with ou~ pa~tne~s ab~oad.

We have not completed that evaluation, but it's an ongoing

one and is a pa~t of each of ou~ submissions to the Cong~ess

in ou~ budget ~equest each yea~.

I indicated that the~e a~e some data sets that a~e

complimenta~y, and I'll just mention the two that a~e most

impo~tant to ou~ discussion this mo~ning. Fi~st is the
Ea~th Obse~ving System of NASA, and the second is spot.

The p~ima~y EOS land-obse~ving senso~s a~e the pointable

high-~esolution imaging spect~omete~, o~ HIRIS, and the

inte~mediate and the~mal inf~a~ed ~adiomete~, called ITIR,

and finally the moderate ~esolution imaging spect~omete~s,

MODIS-N and MODIS-T. These EOS senso~s, while ve~y

impo~tant to the conduct of the u.s. Global Change Program,

do not yield data simila~ in character to that provided by

LANDSAT in that it p~ovides high-~esolution spatial

cha~acte~istics, b~oad spectral band data, and p~ovides us

with a b~oad a~ea of cove~age and p~ovides us that context

which was discussed ea~lie~ in the first panel. The EOS
P~ogram was designed with the expectation that existing

LANDSAT data and the continuation of LANDSAT-like data

th~oughout the lifetime of EOS missions would be available.

Second, the spot System, as we discussed during the fi~st
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1727 panel, provides land-observing capability that is

1728 complimentary to and important to LANDSAT data sets.

1729 However, the LANDSAT Thematic Mapper has significant

1730 spectral capabilities that are not available on spot.

1731 LANDSAT is also providing us with a longer record, since

1732 1972, rather than that provided by spot, which is only since

1733 1986. Because of our need to have global perspective or

1734 treat large regions of the world, the nine Spot images that

1735 are required to cover one LANDSAT image produces an

1736 additional cost to the research community necessary to do

1737 the job. So you can see LANDSAT and Spot are complimentary

1738 in that spot, in our judgment, is not a substitute for the
1739 need for LANDSAT data.

1740 Data availability. Existing commercialization policy has

1741 resulted in higher data prices that seriously inhibit the

1742 use of LANDSAT data for important global environmental

1743 monitoring and earth science studies that require large data

1744 sets. Researchers at universities and other scientific

1745 organizations simply cannot afford to buy the large

1746 quantities of LANDSAT data at the current commercial prices.

1747 However, a recently signed agreement between EOSAT and NOAA

1748 resulted in EOSAT relinquishing its exclusive rights to

1749 market the first 16 years of LANDSAT MSS data. This

1750 agreement will cut user costs for LANDSAT MSS data for that

1751 data which is more than two years old, and, hence, it will
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improve access for the scientific community.

The agreement. however. does not reduce the cost of

LANDSAT data less than two years or does not reduce the cost

at all of the Thematic Mapper data. In order to enable more

effective use of large quantities of LANDSAT data. it is

desirable. we believe. that all options be investigated for

providing LANDSAT-like data to the scientific community and

to do so at cost recoveries that involve cost of

reproduction and dissemination. and. of course. we seek not

to do that in a way that would sacrifice trade secrets or

other important restrictions. many of which we discussed in

the first panel. Recognizing the constraints of standing

legislation and current contractual agreements. we believe

that reaching that goal may require a modification of the

commercialization aspects of the Land Remote Sensing

Commercial Act of 1984.

In conclusion. the CEES is committed to implementing an

integrated research program that balances the needs of

research against budget reality. LANDSAT-type data can make

an important contribution to the goals and objectives of the

USGCRP. However. we have not yet completed our full review

of the scope of LANDSAT data required for USGCRP. nor have

we been able as yet to prioritize those against all other

USGCRP requirements.

However. the President's policy to continue LANDSAT-like
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1777

1778

1779

1780

1781

1782

1783

1784

1785

1786

1787

1788

data is the context within which that ~eview takes place.

Policy issues su~~ounding the LANDSAT P~og~am involve

competing needs within the ~esea~ch community, the needs to

suppo~t national secu~ity, and, o£ cou~se, the comme~cial

community itsel£. Hence, these issues a~e continuing to be

~eviewed by the Administ~ation in its commitment to £ul£ill

the P~esident's policy conce~ning the continuity o£ LANDSAT-

type data.

Thank you, M~. Chai~man.

[The p~epa~ed statement o£ M~. Co~ell £ollows: ]
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Dr. Corell.
Dr. we're going to recess so I can go vote,Rock, and I'll

be right back.

[Recess. ]

The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Rock, before you begin, I thought I'd

ask Congressman Swett if he'd like to say a few good words

[Laughter.

Mr. SWETT. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I

appreciate that opportunity. I had prepared some remarks.

I wanted to welcome Dr. Barry Rock from the University of
1801 New Hampshire.

1802

1803

180Q

1805

1806

1807

1808

1809

1810

1811

1812

1813

He and his associates have taken the time
and the interest to give me a full tour and several

demonstrations of the LSAT equipment that they have at the

University of Hew Hampshire. They are very involved in the

EOSAT Program, and I was very impressed with the high level

of activity that they are currently engaged in at the

University of Hew Hampshire. Although they don't reside in

my district, I consider them a very integral and important

part of the State's educational and scientific community,

and certainly that has broader implications than just the

State of New Hampshire. It applies to the entire country.

It is with great pride and pleasure that I welcome Dr.

Rock, and I look forward to his testimony, and I thank you,
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1814 Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity.

1815 The CHAIRMAN. It's a pleasure, and you may proceed, Dr.
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STATEMENT OF BARRETT N. ROCK, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF NATURAL

RESOURCES AND THE INSTITUTE FOR THE STUDY OF EARTH, OCEANS,

AND SPACE, THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, DURHAM, NEW

HAMPSHIRE

Mr. ROCK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you,

Congressman Swett. It is my great pleasure to be here.

I have a written testimony, which I would like submitted

to the record; however, in light of the time restraints, I'm

going to shorten it by speaking to some slides.

The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Rock, the full statement will appear in

the record, of course, and you may abbreviate it in any way

that you wish.

Mr. ROCK. All right. Thank you.

What I would like to do today is to talk about a

particular application in terms of global change studies.

This particular application, which is looking at forest

damage -- forest damage caused by what some would refer to as

acid rain--this particular application could not be done

without the LANDSAT Thematic Mapper. It turns out that the
extended spectral coverage of the LANDSAT Thematic Mapper is

absolutely critical for seeing the kinds of initial stages,

the early stages, of forest damage which have led in Poland

and Czechoslovakia and Eastern Germany to just tremendous

ecological disaster in the upper elevation forests.

. " . : -: ~-;:~: ": . -','-.-' -.' . ._ , _ •... _ .' .' -. --r" - r ,-"" '•.
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1842 This work that I will speak to is part of an ongoing

1843 United Nations Environment Program pilot study. It is being

1844 conducted by personnel from the University of New Hampshire

1845 as well as Czech and Polish scientists. We meet on a fairly

1846 regular basis, and what I would like to do is to talk about

1847 some global change applications in studying an area along

1848 the border between Eastern Germany, the former German

1849 Democratic Republic, and the Czechoslovak Federal Republic.

1850 This is an area known as the Ore Mountains, or in German,

1851 the Erzgebirgei in Czech, the Krusne Hory. These mountains

1852 have some of the heaviest damage in forests that exists on

1853 this planet, and there is without debate a direct connection

1854 between the pollution, the unbridled pollution, in this area

1855 of Poland and Czechoslovakia and Easter Germany and the

1856 death of the forests. I would call your attention to the

1857 fact that the current issue of National Geographic has as

1858 its cover story "East Europe's Dark Dawn," and it

1859 addresses this particular area, and in fact one of the

1860 images you'll see today from the University of Hew Hampshire

1861 appears in this issue.

1862 I would like to begin with slides of the ground conditions

1863 just so we get a sense of the level of damage that we're

1864 dealing with.
1865 This is a photograph taken from the ground in 1989. This

1866 is in the middle of July. This used to be a coniferous
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forest, an evergreen forest. This is in the Erzgebirge

region in Eastern Germany, and the type of damage that you

see is typical of these forests. By published report, these

forests were living and healthy as recently as 1978, and by

1989, we see this kind of damage.

This is a similar image, a ground photograph taken in

Poland in the Sudeten Mountains, an extension of the

Erzgebirge, and here we see, again, just tremendous damage.

These forests were living and healthy as recently as 1981.

One of the tremendous benefits of using satellite data to

assess ground conditions and, in particular, forest damage

conditions is that one is allowed to see the big picture.

In fact, I refer to the remote sensing capability as used

1880 by ea~th-bound scientists as the use of the macroscope. I

1881

1882

1883

1884

1885

1886

1887

1888

1889

1890

1891

think we're all familiar with the idea of a microscope

needing many lenses; the macroscope also needs many lenses,

but it gives us this big picture that we once were not p~ivy

to, we were not able to see. As a result of having this big

picture, we see that damage in these upper elevation sites

in Eastern Eu~ope as well as in the United states occurs

generally above 1,000 meters.

This is the area of the atmosphere known as the Free

Troposphere, and it is here that these forests come in

contact with elevated levels of anth~opogenic ozone as well

as very, very acidic cloud chemistry. This photograph, the
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1892 clouds in the background--that may look rather pristine and

1893 idyllic, but in fact those clouds are terribly, terribly

1894 damaging, and it wasn't until we used LANDSAT capabilities

1895 to look for forest damage that we recognized this

1896 relationship between elevation, the areas where the trees

1897 grew, and their contact with atmospheric chemistry that has

1898 changed dramatically in the last 20 or 30 years.

1899 The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Rock, I actually thought that was smoke
1900 and that that was a forest fire.

1901 Mr. ROCK. No, those are clouds. Those are very acidic

1902 clouds. The pH of these clouds has been measured to be 1.8.

1903 That's extremely acidic. Battery acid has a pH of 1. The

1904 ground water at this site has a pH of 2.6. Lemon juice and
1905 vinegar has a pH of 3. These kinds of pHs are just

1906 incredibly disastrous for the vegetation.

1907 I should point out it's not just the vegetation that is

1908 suffering. It is the people as well. This article in the

1909 National Geographic gives chapter and verse on the

1910 incredible problems of emphysema, lung cancer, the problems

1911 people especially in these upper elevation sites have. I'll

1912 come back to that concept in just a moment.

1913 You might notice that in this particular photograph there

1914 is a little bit of green that looks like grass growing

1915 between the dead trees, but in fact it's sedge. It's a

1916 particular kind of vegetation modified for growing in acidic
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1917 bogs, and it can tolerate the pH of 2.6, where nothing else

1918 can.

1919 This is now a LANDSAT Thematic Mapper image. It was

1920

1921

1922

1923

1924

1925

1926

1927

1928

1929

1930

1931

1932

1933

1934

1935

1936

1937

1938

1939

1940

1941

acquired in September of 1985, and this particular image

shows the Erzgebirge Mountains, the Ore Mountains,

highlighted in orange, and they run diagonally from the

lower left to the upper right-hand corner of this scene.

This is approximately a quarter LANDSAT Thematic Mapper

scene, so the dimensions across the bottom is approximately
50 miles. The Erzgebirge are orange in this case, because

that's where the dead trees are, and that photograph that I

showed you of the dead trees, that's not just an isolated

standing dead forest. That's the entire mountain range of

the Erzgebirge. It covers an area of approximately 700

square kilometers based on this particular image, so 400

square miles of dead forests, and they were dead in 1985.

You might be able to see if you look closely some faint

smoke plumes that are coming from sort of the center right-
hand portion of this image.

Chomutov in Czechoslovakia.
Those are near the city of

These are coal-fired power
plants. The linear patterns between the two adjacent smoke

plumes are the strip mines where the lignite, the soft coal,

is taken out of the ground. The lignite itself has a sulfur

content of 12 percent, and when that is burned, it generates

sulfur dioxide gas that is toxic by itself, and when it
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1942 combines with cloud moistu~e fo~ms sulfu~ic acid that

1943 gene~ates the pHs that I've desc~ibed.

1944 This a~ea, again, appa~ently, acco~ding to w~itten

1945 documentation, was alive and healthy in as ~ecently as 1978,

1946 but in 1985, ce~tainly that enti~e a~ea above 1,000 mete~s

1947 is simply dead. The black zones a~e actually healthy

1948 conife~ vegetation, and this pa~ticula~ image was p~oduced

1949 using LANDSAT band 5--some pa~ticula~ spect~al cove~age that

1950 spot does not p~ovide, AVHRR does not p~ovide, the Soviet

1951 p~oducts do not p~ovide. This band is unique to LANDSAT

1952 Thematic Mappe~ and is absolutely essential £o~ seeing the

1953 initial stages of damage. He~e we'~e seeing the final

1954 p~oduct of that damage. We'll talk a bit mo~e about the
1955 initial stages in the next slide.

1956 The next slide will focus in the lowe~ left-hand co~ne~,

1957 whe~e you see the o~ange giving ~ise to some g~eenish

1958 healthy a~eas, and it's an a~ea cha~acte~ized by la~gely

1959 healthy conife~ fo~ests. This is a close-up of the a~ea.

1960 It cove~s a total of about 300 squa~e kilomete~s. The~e is

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

a little village, the village of Bozi Da~. Bozi Da~ in

Czech means "God's gift." You can see the little village

on the left- hand side about cente~. It's su~~ounded by

conife~ fo~ests. Some of the conife~ fo~ests a~e da~k ~ed,

but othe~ conife~ fo~ests a~e ~eddish, and in the

app~oximate cente~ of this image, you see almost a
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fluorescent orange coloration. The fluorescent orange would

1968 be the most damaged forest conditions. the red would be an

1969 intermediate damage condition. and the dark areas in the

1970 conifer forest would be nearly healthy vegetation.

1971 This is an enlargement of that 1985 image. What I'm going

1972 to show you is the same area in 1990. You might keep your

1973 eye on the luminescent orange in the center. The areas that

1974 are now white have been clearcut. Either they have been

1975 clear cut or they have died totally. There is a tremendous

1976 and dramatic increase in the damage in the central area. but

1977 also in the surrounding areas.

1978 This is a change detection image of the same area. again.

1979 generated using Thematic Mapper bands. and the areas that

1980 are shown in red that correspond to essentially that central

1981 area are areas where the forests have either totally died or

1982 have been removed through clearcutting. More disturbing are

1983 the areas shown in yellow. and those are the areas that

1984 between 1985 and 1990 became significantly damaged to show

1985 up in a particular Thematic Mapper band ratio that we find

1986
1987 based on this image of the conifers that were healthy in

to be extremely sensitive to forest damage. And in fact.

1988 1985. 44 percent of those have become moderately damaged or

1989 have died by 1990.
1990 And this retrospective capability of being able to go back

1991 and look at 1985 data and 1990 data in comparison. doing

, .' _ • -, ~ ••.•• _- ~.;; •• .: • 4 ~ ••••.•••.••• , ••••
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1992 this difference imaging approach, is an essential component

1993 of global change work, and this could not be done using spot

1994 data, because Spot data are acquired only on demand, and who

1995 would have known in 1985--well, that was before spot was up --

1996 but by 1986 or 1987, who would have known you wanted to look

1997 at Bozi Dar in Czechoslovakia? One can't predict a

1998 Chernobyl. One can't predict a drop in the Iron Curtain and

1999 access by western scientists to these areas.

2000 I should point out that in Bozi Dar, the average life

2001 expectancy of its citizens is 34 years, so this final slide

2002 expresses the sentiment of Central Europe.

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

If your German

is a bit rusty, what it says is, "First die the forests,

then die the people." And I think if you're wondering,
"So who ca~es about these upper elevation sites in Poland

and Czechoslovakia?," I think we all need to care, because

it's not just the trees that are dying, it's the people.

These Montane Boreal forests represent very sensitive

indicators of global change, sensitive to air pollution

factors, and much of the northern hemisphere is covered by

boreal forests, and the conditions of the Montane Boreal

forests may be an indication of what we can look forward to

in terms of the future and the state of the boreal forests.

In conclusion, I would simply like to say that this work

could not have been done using spot, it could not have been

done using MSS or AVHRR or Sojuzkarta data. It required the
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2017 extended spect~al cove~age of the Thematic Mappe~, and it

2018 ~equi~ed the ~outine acquisition of data, eve~y 16 days o~

2019 eve~y eight days--absolutely essential.

2020 Just as a final statement, 30-mete~ ~esolution f~om the

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

2031

2032

2033

2034

2035

2036

2037

2038

2039

2040

2041

standpoint of studying fo~ests is actually an advantage to

me, and if I use spot data, the panch~omatic 10-mete~ data,

I find that I cannot use my standa~d algo~ithms that look

fo~ non- fo~est o~ fo~est damage, because the shadowing

within the canopy of the fo~est shows up as non-fo~est o~

damage, and it makes it vi~tually impossible to use the

10-mete~ data. The 30-mete~ data, on the othe~ hand, is

just exactly ~ight fo~ dOing this kind of wo~k.

The next step in this ~esea~ch is to look at the LANDSAT

multispect~al scanne~ data, the MSS data, looking back to

1972, and thanks to the new p~icing policy of EOSAT, the

USGS, NOAA, we will in the unive~sity community be able to

do that.

So I'm looking fo~wa~d to futu~e global change studies. It

is impo~tant to the people of this planet. As I've said

befo~e in add~essing some membe~s of this committee, I don't

view continued ope~ation of the LANDSAT system as a matte~

of national p~ide. It's a matte~ of a mo~al obligation that

we have to the people of this planet to be able to conduct

these kinds of ~esea~ch activities, and the LANDSAT Thematic

Mappe~ is absolutely c~itical to being able to do this wo~k.

- ..... : _ ....
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2042 Thank you.

2043 [The prepared statement of Mr. Rock follows: )

2044

2045 ********** INSERT **********

- .. ..-;~' ..... " . .,"j ..
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2046

2047 The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Dr. Rock.

2048 Mr. Swett, would you like to begin the questioning?

2049 Mr. SWETT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

2050 My first question is who said that the State of New

2051 Hampshire is a State of tacit understatement? I think that

2052 your eloquent and very forceful comments have given all of

2053 us here a very clear understanding of not only the dire

2054 situation in Eastern Europe, but the ability that LANDSAT

2055 has in helping us discern where that is occurring, why it's

2056 occurring, and hopefully tracing the sources of the

2057 occurrence to enable us to stop it in the future.

2058 My questions are not many and revolve around the economic

2059 side of this. You, in your demonstrations to me when I was

2060 at your facility, also demonstrated a very capable ability

2061 of recording wetland information and spoke of how certain

2062 parts of the country had been recorded by images through

2063 various universities and programs, but that there was not a

2064 cohesive picture, a macro picture, of the United States that

2065 might help the Federal Government in establishing a more

2066 regionally oriented wetlands policy.

2067 This imagery that you showed us about the Eastern European

2068 problems, again, is not a full picture of the acid rain

2069 conditions throughout this global environment, and it is my

2070 understanding that one of the impediments to acquiring such

" -, - ....
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2071 a body of work is the funding that is available and the cost

2072 of implementing such programs.

2073

2074

2075

2076

2077

2078

2079

2080

2081

2082

2083

2084

2085

2086

2087

2088

2089

2090

2091

2092

2093

2094

2095

Where in the future are

these funds going to come from, and exactly how much greater

than what is currently being spent can we expect to spend in

order to amass such a library of information?

Mr. ROCK. Well, I would just mention that I'm from Vermont

rather than New Hampshire. That may explain why I haven't

been as reticent in my comments as you might have expected,

but I am very pleased to be in New Hampshire at this point.

In terms of the cost, that's a very serious question, and

what I have shown you is simply one quarter scene of the

LANDSAT Thematic Mapper image. In order to do all of the
Erzgebirge and the Sudeten Mountains, this area in Eastern

Europe that has the very severe damage, one would need to

purchase a total of 18 scenes, and if you multiply that

times the approximately $4,000 cost per scene, you can see

that just for one data set that becomes expensive. If you
wish to do the change detection, that implies a need for two

data sets per point on the ground, and so the costs begin to

add up rather rapidly.

And to answer your question as to who's going to pay for

this, I cannot answer that. My research grants, my budget,

will not allow me to pay for it.

Mr. SWETT. Is the improvement in technology an issue that

would lower these costs, or is this a fixed cost that will
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remain fairly constant throughout the use of the program and

rather the cost be mitigated by increasing the number of

entities relying on this information for their use?

Mr. ROCK. I guess we would need to ask EOSAT that

question. I don't know what the actual improvements in

2110 of the data, I cannot answer that.

2111 Mr. SWETT. If and when LANDSAT 7 is implemented, will that

2112 have technical improvements, or is that going to be just the

2113 continuation of the program? My understanding is that these

2114 satellites are not stable. They last for so many years, and

2115 then they fall back to earth, and we're just replacing a

2116 previous model that could no longer maintain its orbit.

2117 Mr. ROCK. My hope is that LANDSAT 7 will be a continuation

2118 of the current capabilities from my standpoint. Again, that

2119 technological improvement may not be necessary for forest

2120 damage assessment.

terms of technology will do for the cost of the satellite

imagery. I'm assuming someone will need to pay for that.

From my standpoint, I don't view that there is much

advantage to the improvement in the technology. I don't
have much use for five-meter data; however, one person's

trash is another person's treasure. So I can appreciate

that someone else is going to want that five-meter

resolution over Kuwait City. I will not need it. As to
what the improvement in the technology will do to the cost
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2121 The CHAIRMAN. Do you want to comment on that, Dr. Peck?

2122 Mr. PECK. There was some discussion earlier. One of the

2123 Defense Department representatives were here, and they

2124 brought out--and we're all aware--that the LANDSAT 7 is

2125 currently undergoing a lot of discussion of just what the

2126 capabilities will be. The LANDSAT 6 will have some

2127 additional capabilities over the current LANDSAT 4 and 5,

2128 somewhat greater resolution.

2129 Mr. SWETT. Are these capabilities primarily focusing on

2130 greater resolution instead of 30-meter--

2131 Mr. PECK. As far as looking at LANDSAT 7 and considering

2132 alternatives, one is greater resolution. Another would be

2133 stereo coverage, the ability to point the imaging system, so

2134 you could get stereo coverage like stereo air photos.

2135 Mr. SWETT. I see. So you'll be able to get depth

2136 perception as well as--

2137 Mr. PECK. That's right.

2138 map.

2139

2140

2141

2142

2143

2144

2145

You could make a simple graphic

Mr. SWETT. I see.

PECK. As far as the cost of imagery,Mr. for some uses,

one help is that older imagery will be priced at a different

level. For example, MSS data greater than two years old, as

the result of an agreement between EOSAT and NOAA, is made

available by the u.S. Geological Survey, our EROS Data

Center, at a cost of $200 a frame rather than $1,000, and

. -, '. _ .• I •..
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2146 the Thematic Mappe~ image~y, once it's mo~e than 10 yea~s

2147 old, will be available at a p~ice of about $400 a f~ame

2148 ~athe~ than $4,000.

2149 M~. SWETT. My last question pe~tains to Fede~al policy as

2150 it ~elates to the envi~onment, and in pa~ticula~, wetlands.

2151 How much of the count~y--and I add~ess this to anyone on the

2152 panel who might know the answe~--how much of the count~y

2153 cu~~ently has been imaged--in pa~ticula~, we can talk about

2154 it as it pe~tains to the wetlands issue, but it could be to

2155 anyone of envi~onmental problems that this country

2156 cu~~ently faces--how much of the count~y has been imaged with

2157 the LANDSAT Prog~am, and is the~e a p~og~am that is

2158 cu~~ently being orchestrated to complete that imaging, o~

2159

2160

2161

2162

2163

2164

2165

2166

2167

2168

2169

2170

what needs to be done to implement such a program?

Mr. PECK. All of the country has been imaged seve~al

times, a number of times, by Thematic Mappe~, by LANDSAT

imagery. Also, of cou~se, the~e's ~epeated ae~ial

photog~aphy, which is useful in delineating wetlands, and

the Fish and Wildlife Se~vice has an ongoing p~og~am

centered in st. Pete~sbu~g, Flo~ida, to map the wetlands.

Depending on your classification of what is a wetland and

what isn't, some of the wetlands ~equi~e not only the

image~y, but also visiting the wetland and sampling the

soil. One aspect of the definition is a hyd~ic soil o~ the

amount of wate~ cove~age du~ing a year. So you need all

t. , •.•.•_"'-~L -.':">0 ••• .1..•••••. :"' •.••..., - .-- •. ,
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those avenues of approach.

Mr. SWETT. Okay. Thank you very much.

I appreciate the opportunity to question, and I appreciate

your bringing this panel before the committee, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Swett.

Mr. Wolpe?

Mr. WOLPE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

This morning, of course, we heard of the value of LANDSAT

to national security, and now it is clearly obvious that

LANDSAT has equal or greater value as the tool for measuring

and monitoring the extent of changes in the global

environment. My concern relates to whether or not the

Administration has been attuned to how important LANDSAT

actually is in monitoring the global environment, and my

questions center on that concern.

Dr. Peck, my understanding is that over a year ago you

asked Dr. Corell to conduct a study on the importance of

LANDSAT to the U.S. Global Exchange Program. Is that
correct?

Mr. PECK. Yes.

Mr. WOLPE. What led you to initiate that study?

Mr. PECK. Several things, as I expressed in my letter to

Dr. Corell. One was the concern of this and the other

committees in Congress. Also, issues that had arisen as a

result of some studies by the National Academy of Sciences
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looking at global change and the National Academy responding

to some questions raised by the Administration.

Mr. WOLPE. When did Dr. Corell submit his study to you?

Mr. PECK. I think it was in November of 1990.

Mr. WOLPE. In 1990 or 1991? It must be 1990, of course.

I have a copy here of that study, and I'd like unanimous

consent, Mr. Chairman, to enter this study in the record at

this point.

The CHAIRMAN. It's not classified, is it?

Mr. WOLPE. No, it's not.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection.

[A copy of the study follows:]

********** INSERT **********

. . -: .. , ."":'
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Mr. WOLPE. The report states that CEES believes that a

continuing LANDSAT Program is essential to the u.S. Global

Change Research Program, that CEES urges that the policy,

management, and technical aspects o£ £ollow-up on satellite

systems a£ter LANDSAT 6 be resolved as soon as possible to

avoid lengthy data gaps, and that CEES supports the e££orts

to preserve and improve utilization o£ existing LANDSAT
data. Is that a £air summary o£ the conclusions o£ this
report, Dr. Peck?

Mr. PECK. Yes, the report prepared by the working group

and transmitted by the committee to the President's Science

Advisor.

Mr. WOLPE. Contained within the report is a table in

which--containing a ranking o£ LANDSAT importance to a number

o£ science elements and priorities. Did anyone within the

CEES group object to the ranking o£ LANDSAT importance that

is contained within this table?

Mr. PECK. Well, not to my knowledge, but let me turn to

Dr. Corell, who is the proud author o£ this document.

Mr. CORELL. Thank you. The document to which you are

re£erring has been reviewed by the science parts o£ all o£

the CEES agencies and concur £rom the perspective o£ the use

o£ this data to support global change research activities to

what's in Table 8. What has not been completed by ourselves
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2235 is how this importance of LANDSAT data and the need for that

2236 fits into the total budgetary framework of CEES. I think

2237

2238

2239

2240

2241

2242

2243

2244

2245

2246

2247

2248

2249

2250

2251

2252

2253

2254

2255

2256

2257

2258

2259

our colleagues in DOD referred to this, in a sort of

restricted use of the word, as essential or important.

We are in the middle of that. In fact, we do that every

year as we put together the total USGCRP recommendations to

the agencies and to OMB, and out of that kind of analysis,

we can then see the budgetary implications of what is in

this report, essentially stating the substance requirements
for doing science.

Mr. WOLPE. But again, this particular ranking of LANDSAT

importance contained on this table, described as Table 1,

there was no dissent, was there, among the CEES reviewers?

Mr. CORELL. The participating agencies have all reviewed
this. That is correct. The operational agencies.

Mr. WOLPE. That's right. NOAA, NASA, DOD, CEQ, and

Agriculture endorsed the report. Is that correct?

Mr. CORELL. I'm not sure about CEQ in that particular

case, but the other agencies, yes.

Mr. WOLPE. And my understanding is that the Interior

Department supported it with minor reservations and that the

Department of Energy supported it, at least verbally. Is

that correct?

Mr. CORELL. That's correct.

Mr. WOLPE. If all these agencies have supported the study.
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Dr. Peck, why has it not been made public yet?

Mr. PECK. Well, it's not within my authority to make it

public. In the capacity as Chairman of the Committee on

Earth and Environmental Sciences, I report to Dr. Bromley,

the President's Science Advisor. So earlier this month, I

transmitted it to Dr. Bromley, in part because it had not

only science aspects to the report, but it raised policy

issues relevant to pricing and other matters. So I felt and
we all felt that it needed to be reviewed from that policy

aspect, and that was appropriate either for Dr. Bromley and

his Office of Science and Technology Policy or for the

National Space Council.

Mr. WOLPE. Are you saying that Dr. Bromley is holding up

the release of this report?

Mr. PECK. I'm not sure where the report sits now, whether

he has it or whether it's been transmitted to the National

Space Council.

Mr. CORELL. I guess I would say that "hold up the

report" is not quite the phraseology that I would use. We

have been in many discussions with OMB and OSTP and others

in the Administration concerning the report, and what is at

issue are the policy aspects, some of which we raised

explicitly in our report that need to be resolved, and they

have budgetary implications and they have implications that

connect to our discussion in the first panel. I see it as

...... . I
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2285 an ongoing part of the process. We have submitted this as

2286 an internal report to Dr. Bromley, and during our efforts

2287 this summer to build an fiscal year 1993 budget, we will

2288 integrate that into these discussions.

2289 Mr. WOLPE. Yes, but my understanding is that you were not

2290 asked by Dr. Peck to put LANDSAT in the context of other

2291 priorities. you were simply asked to assess the importance

2292 of LANDSAT data.

2293 Mr. CORELL. That's correct.

2294 Mr. WOLPE. No other global change programs seem to be

2295

2296

2297

2298

2299

2300

2301

2302

2303

2304

2305

2306

2307

2308

2309

prioritized in this way. So you're telling us today that

OMB is among those objecting to this report?

Mr. CORELL. OMB is conSidering this report. I wouldn't
say objecting. I have no reason to believe that OMB is
objecting to this report. What is happening is a very

careful review within OMB and other parts of the Executive

Offices about the future of this whole activity.

Mr. WOLPE. Well. that's right. I mean. I have no quarrel
with that policy review taking place. What I'm trying to
understand is why a report that was very narrowly

circumscribed to address the technical reactions to the

importance of LANDSAT data has not yet been released. Why

cannot the policy review continue to take place in the

context of the release of this report?

Mr. PECK. Well. as we said, it's because of the policy and
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2310 budgetary issues raised, and actually that question would be

2311 best addressed to Dr. Bromley.

2312 Mr. WOLPE. It's true, is it not, Dr. Peck, that for three

2313 years the National Space Council has had the task of

2314

2315

2316

2317

2318

2319

2320

2321

2322

recommending policy options for the LANDSAT Program beyond

LANDSAT 6 and that this review is scheduled to be completed

before this fall?

Mr. PECK. That's my impression, yes.

Mr. WOLPE. Have Dr. Corell's conclusions been transmitted
to the National Space Council?

Mr. PECK. I'm not sure.

Mr. CORELL. I'm not sure.

Mr. WOLPE. Okay. I see the Chairman has his gavel in his
2323 hands, so with that, I shall cease and desist.
2324

2325

2326

2327

2328

2329

2330

2331

2332

2333

2334

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has expired.

Mr. WOLPE. Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. Gentleman, we recognize that some of these

questions are above your pay grade, and--

[Laughter. ]

The CHAIRMAN.--Mr. Wolpe is just alerting you to the fact

that when we have our next hearing, we may want to have

somebody with the appropriate pay grade answer these

questions.

Mrs. Morella?

Mrs. MORELLA. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
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2335 M~. Chai~man, I'd like to ask that an eKtensive statement

2336 that I have p~epa~ed be included in the ~eco~d.

2337 The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, so o~dered.

2338 [The p~epa~ed statement of M~s. Morella follows:

2339

2340 ********** INSERT **********

..~.. : ..' " .~•... , _ . .. . .' -,,, ... _ ....
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Mrs. MORELLA. Thank you, and I again congratulate you on

this first joint hearing of Science, Space, and Technology

and Intelligence.

One of my concerns is the lack of a clear direction in

funding, and some of this has been alluded to. Currently,

we have satellite coverage by the aging LANDSAT 4 and 5

satellites, and while thei~ service life is waning, we've

made some provisions for LANDSAT 6, and that's going to take

us to 1996, and yet we cannot say with any certainty today,

despite the fact that all of the demonstrations have been

shown, that there will be a LAHDSAT 7 unless it's funded in

the next fiscal year and that we will then have continuous
satellite cove~age beyond 1996.

My conce~n is one that has to do with how a~e you going to

find a market for it among the commercial and public clients

if we don't have this kind of assurance? I wonder if you

might give us your comments about it. Is the~e something
that--should we be fi~me~ on it? Is this t~ue that we do not

have that kind of direction that we need?

Mr. PECK. Well, Cong~esswoman, I think that ~eally is a

problem. That was pointed out by one of the earlier

speakers. Some of the user community has not taken full

advantage of the imagery because of the investment required,

either because of uncertainties on LAHDSAT 7 and the life of
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the program or because of the cost of the imagery. From a

scientific perspective, as one of the users of the data, I

really do hope that we will resolve this problem of the

continuation of the LANDSAT Program and get on with a

LANDSAT 7.

Mrs. MORELLA. Do we have trouble with the French, for

instance, competitively?

Mr. PECK. Well, again, as was pointed out, spot has some

real advantages. One is the resolution, one is the

pointability, the ability to get stereo coverage. It does
lack the Thematic Mapper, so there are spectral bands that

would be enormously useful not only for study of vegetation.

but for mineral appraisal, mineral exploration, and many
other applications that spot does not have that capability.

Mrs. MORELLA. So it's the kind of thing that we could then
pick up on.

I was very interested in the slides. It's really

incredible what we've been able to discern and what it's

done for our understanding of global change. Does it

provide to us the understanding that we cannot get any other

place? In other words, "mission essential," if that's the

phrase that they use. How essential is it?

Mr. ROCK. I would say it's absolutely essential. There
are things that we are able to "see" because of Thematic

Mapper eyes that our own eyes do not tell us, and from the
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standpoint of other sensors capabilities, the Thematic

Mapper provides a very unique and diagnostic manner of

environmental assessment, and in particular--and I'd like to

emphasize this--we are seeing with Thematic Mapper some of

the initial stages of damage rather than the vast

devastation that I showed you in the one slide of the entire

Ore Mountain region, and I think from the standpoint of

understanding how the environment--how the ecosystem is

responding to pollution, for instance, we need that early

warning assessment capability. I would rather be a

physician rather than an undertaker in terms of dealing with

forests. I can do nothing with the dead forests in the
Krusne Hory.

Mrs. MORELLA. That's a very good metaphor. What does
happen, incidentally, after you do the diagnosis? Do you

have an opportunity to follow through to make sure that we

are doing more than just being cognizant of this happening?

Mr. ROCK. Well, the fact that we are able to work directly

with both Czech, Polish, and Eastern German scientists gives

us an opportunity to provide them with insight that they

would not have, based on their own ground assessment

capabilities, and there are some reforestation activities,

especially in Czechoslovakia, that are looking quite

promising.

It turns out that the Colorado Blue Spruce, of all tree
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2416 species, seems to be the least sensitive to pollution, and

2417 so there are some very active reforestation activities using

2418 Colorado Blue Spruce to replace the native species that has

2419 died there, and we will be able to use the LANDSAT

2420

2421

2422

2423

2424

2425

2426

2427

2428

2429

2430

2431

2432

2433

2434

2435

2436

2437

2438

2439

2440

capability in the future to monitor that recovery.

Mrs. MORELLA. There was set up maybe a year or so ago in

Budapest, in Hungary, kind of a regional environmental

project for all of Eastern Central Europe. Do you work with
them or know what1s happening there, too? Is there a flow?

I guess I want to make sure there is this continuity beyond

what LANDSAT discerns to recovery.

Mr. ROCK. We are not directly working with people from

that particular program; however, some of the Czech

scientists are a member of that program, so one would hope

that there would be the trickle-down effect. I should also
tell you that this pilot study that I showed this morning is

essentially three months old, so this is brand new results.

The images that I showed of the change between 1985 and 1990

are a few days old.

Mrs. MORELLA. So even after the launch of the first EOS

system satellite, there will still be information that will

come from LANDSAT?

Mr. ROCK. Yes. As one of the other panelists mentioned,

many of the sensors on board the EOS platform will look in

rather small areas--small Spot sizes, so to speak-- whereas

•• ll •••••••• .-.-,~_.< -r· ••~.· ~
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the Thematic Mapper provides the routine acquisition of data

that will be very important in the future.

Mrs. MORELLA. Thank you.

Did you want to say anything, Dr. Corell?

Mr. CORELL. No.

Mrs. MORELLA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me acknowledge the presence of our

distinguished ranking member and ask him if he'd care to

have a statement in the record or to ask questions at this
point.

Mr. WALKER. I have a couple of questions, if I could, Mr.

Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead.
M~. WALKER. Thank you, si~.

2455 Can any of you tell me what the status is or what the

2456 record is of attempting to market LANDSAT as a media asset?

2457 Has there been a conscious attempt to market LANDSAT to

2458 American media sources as something that might be useful to
2459 them?

2460 Mr. PECK. If I could address that question to Dr. Thorley-
2461 Mr. WALKER. Sure.

2462 Mr. THORLEY. My understanding is yes, there has been an

2463 attempt to do that, but the time of acquisition, which, as

2464 mentioned earlier, is a 16-day repeat cycle, it's almost

2465 fortuitous that they would get an image within the time of
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2466 the newsmaking. There is an expert in the room, Dick

2467 Loginski from EOSAT, and I'm sure he was part of that

2468 marketing effort, but that, plus they want exclusive rights

2469 which are difficult in certain cases to provide from the

2470 LANDSAT but may be provided from other satellites, like the

2471 Spot, where they have more control over how they sell the

2472 data.

2473

2474

2475

2476

2477

2478

2479

2480

2481

2482

2483

2484

2485

2486

2487

2488

2489

2490

Mr. WALKER. So it is more the time of acquisition and the

rights which is a question, rather than the resolution?

Mr. THORLEY. It obviously depends upon the application

that they're interested in. For something like an image of
Kuwait City or of Baghdad, any image would have been

appropriate, even of low resolution, just because of its
newsworthiness, and o£ Chernobyl and things like that. For
certain other applications, you would not be able to use

LANDSAT.

Mr. WALKER. If we were, for instance, able to develop a

downlink capacity that would shorten the time frame in the

next generation, media might be willing to buy data from the

LANDSAT at that point?

Mr. THORLEY. I believe that they will buy anything that

they consider to be newsworthy, and it will obviously help

them to use it that way, but again, normally the news events

are such that they require almost 24-hour turnaround of the

image of the day, and the 16-day repeat time is probably the
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2491 most difficult thing for the use of LANDSAT.

2492 Mr. WALKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

2493 The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Walker is expressing our concern about

2494 the commercialization aspects, which, of course, have been

2495 an underlying, ongoing concern for many years. Hopefully, we

2496 could put the whole cost of financing LAHDSAT 7 onto the

2497 media and save the taxpayers.

2498 [Laughter. ]

2499 The CHAIRMAN. Ms. Horn?

2500 Ms. HORN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

2501 I guess I'm going to be much more basic here, and if

2502 there's something here that I have missed because I've been

2503 in and out, I would be happy to get that from the record or
2504

2505

2506

2507

2508

2509

2510

2511

2512

2513

2514

2515

from staff.

Just as sort of real general comments, what the total

costs are, what the share is between DOD and the civil

applications. As the civil applications are requested and

acquired, is the cost to the user an incremental cost, or is

there a recovery cost involved in there? Are we being

particularly friendly to users in terms of encouraging them?

This is a multipart question. And then I'm also wondering

about additional equipment costs at their end that might be

alleviated by some sharing of equipment. So the total costs

and the 4 and 5 that are up there now, perhaps you could

also give me some sense of how much that increased for 6
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that is about to be launched, and then the share and what

percentage users are commercial or other even Federal

departments non- military are using.

Again, if that information is available on a piece of

paper somewhere, I'll be happy to get it off the piece of

paper.

Mr. PECK. It's not a matter of our pay status, it's maybe

the agency that we come from, but I don't think we've got

the right crowd up here to answer your question. It's maybe
an EOSAT-type question or a NOAA-type question or a

NASA-type question.

Ms. HORN. Well, total costs and share between the military
and the civilian--

Mr. CORELL. I think that's the sort of question, if you'd
like, we'll supply for the record.

Ms. HORN. I would appreciate that.

Mr. CORELL. I think it requires some analysis, and we'll

maybe talk with you and get exactly what you'd like, because
we'd like to meet your--

Ms. HORN. Well, I'm just trying to put a lot of these

other things in perspective in addition to our distinguished

Chairman's legislation in terms of making sure that 7 gets

launched--I shouldn't use that word--gets off the drawing pad

and to an eventual launch. Thank you. I'll look forward to

that information.
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Thank you, M~. Chai~man.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Ms. Ho~n.

Let me ask you just a few questions. Despite my long

expe~ience with the p~og~am, the~e a~e times when I don't

fully unde~stand everything that I should.

I understand that USGS is the broker for all civilian

pu~chases of both LANDSAT and Spot data.

Mr. PECK. Yes, that's true.

The CHAIRMAN. Could you give me a rough idea of how much
you're brokering these days?

Mr. PECK. The volume?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.

Mr. PECK. Dr. Thorley?

Mr. THORLEY. We've had a voluntary broKerage in existence

since 1986, and approximately $10 million has been brokered,

you might say, under that agreement.

The CHAIRMAN. Total?

Mr. THORLEY. Total.

The CHAIRMAN. So it couldn't be much more than a million

or two a year.

Mr. THORLEY. A couple of million a year, on the average.

The CHAIRMAN. Okay. The testimony from the military panel

earlier pointed to the fact that they had some problems with

the lack of TPS data in connection with LANDSAT, precise

positioning. and in my visit over to your facility the other
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day, I got the impression that the system provided adequate

data for you to make accurate geographic information basis

from it. For your purpose, at least, it was adequate. Now,

tell me what the weakness is, and is that to be corrected

with LANDSAT 6 or 7?

Mr. PECK. Let me give part of an answer and then turn to

somebody who's more knowledgeable than I. That precise
location of the satellite I do not think is included in the

LANDSAT 6 plans. The LANDSAT 7, we're still discussing

whether a LANDSAT 7 and what might be included. My

impression is that for our purposes of making image maps,

considering the resolution of LANDSAT 6, the 30-meter

resolution, that the current situation is adequate. We
could make those image maps. For a very, very precise map,

the mathematics requires a precise location of the

satellite, and that's where the Defense Department spokesmen
were corning from.

But let me turn to Dr. Thorley in case I misspoke.

Okay. Oh, I did okay.

The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Corell, you listed some of the

instruments proposed for EOS, including a pointable high-

resolution imaging spectrometer, HIRIS. When you use the

term "high resolution," how does that compare with the

existing resolution, the 30 meters? Is this better or

worse?
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2591 Mr. CORELL. It's a spectral resolution that HIRIS has. I

2592

2593

2594

2595

2596

2597

2598

2599

2600

2601

2602

2603

2604

2605

2606

2607

2608

2609

2610

2611

2612

2613

2614

2615

think the overall comment I would make is that the EOS data

systems are really designed for looking at, as he indicated,

smaller areas with high precision, there's no question about

that, and get detailed information, but LANDSAT gives us the

larger context within which to put all that understanding

that we're getting on a fine scale. It's like having a

microscope to do some things and then the macros cope to put

it all together, and LANDSAT provides that capability--swath

widths of 100 miles and so forth--and we can put this all in

context.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.

it a little, I think.
All right. That helps me understand

In view o£ the time, gentlemen, I am going to ask if we

can supply any additional questions in writing, and we'll

get on to the next panel, which has already been kept

waiting much longer than I wanted. Thank you very much for
your help.

The CHAIRMAN. We will call the next panel: Mr. David
Thibault from Earth Satellite Corporation; Mr. Steve Sperry

£rom ERDAS; and Mr. Lawrence Ayers £rom Intergraph

Corporation.

Gentlemen, we appreciate the fact that you've been kept

waiting unduly. We apologize for that. We appreciate very

much your being here. In a sense, you represent the cutting
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2616 edge of where we really want to go on this LANDSAT Program,

2617 namely successful commercialization, and we probably should

2618 have put you first instead of last.

2619 Mr. Thibault, do you want to begin?

.. ,"", ,'.'
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STATEMENT OF DAVID A. THIBAULT, VICE PRESIDENT, EARTH

SATELLITE CORPORATION

Mr. THIBAULT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I think I would not characterize the wait as undue. It

was informative.

I ask that my remarks be included in the record. They
were presented earlier. I will abbreviate them here so as

not to cover ground already covered and to save time

generally.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, the full statement will

appear in the record, and you may proceed as you wish.

Mr. THIBAULT. The Gulf War demonstrated to the military

intelligence communities what the civilian commercial users

of LANDSAT data have known for more than a decade. LANDSAT

and spot can provide accurate and current information on

land cover, natural and cultural resources for large areas,

for inaccessible regions, and can do so quickly and

inexpensively.

My remarks will focus on three activities which we believe

will be at the center of commercial applications of earth

resource satellite activities in the next decade: mapping,

resource exploration, and global environmental monitoring.

Before examining these applications, I would like to briefly

recount EarthSat's Desert Shield and Desert Storm
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2645 experiences, because our contributions to these efforts were

2646 made possible by vigorous technological development spurred

2647 by private sector business. In 1990, less than 8 percent of

2648 EarthSat's business was for the Federal Government.

2649

2650

2651

2652

On July 15, 1990, EarthSat completed a major petroleum

exploration project for the Northern Arabian Platform, which

includes all of Kuwait and Iraq and parts of Iran, Saudi

Arabia, Turkey, and Jordan. Our clients for this study were

On August 3, 1990, following2653 international oil companies.

2654

2655

2656

2657

the Iraqi invasion, we offered to provide the U.S.

Government with current satellite-derived maps of the Gulf

Area within 48 hours using spot and Thematic Mapper data.

Our proposal fell on deaf ears. It apparently failed for

2658 two reasons. The Government was satisfied that it had

2659

2660

2661

2662

2663

2664

2665

2666

2667

2668

2669

adequate maps or that it could produce them, and the

Government experts were convinced that what we proposed

could not be accomplished in time to be useful, let alone in

48 hours.

In early September, early on a Monday morning, we received

a telephone call from one of those Government officials

asking whether we were available to produce image maps and

whether we could do so quickly. Apparently, existing maps

were not entirely adequate. What followed were several

projects in which we produced 46 image maps at a scale of

1:50,000 from pre- and post-invasion spot 10-meter data.
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One of EarthSat's staff went to France to pick up the spot

data, which had been embargoed. The maps, along with the

stereo image reproduced from off-nadir Spot data, were

2673 produced in 48 hours.

2674

2675

2676

2677

2678

2679

2680

2681

2682

2683

2684

2685

2686

2687

2688

2689

2690

2691

2692

2693

2694

Subsequent to that, we produced 33

multispectral image maps at a scale of 1:100,000 from

LANDSAT Thematic Mapper data. These maps were produced in

36 hours. Following that, there was a need for multiple

copies of these maps which had been produced, and we

produced, of those 33 multispectral image maps, 100,000

lithographed copies in four days.

This illustrates, I think, the value of having vigorous

commercial activity. The capacity to respond quickly to the

Government's requirements was developed in response to

civilian comme~cial ma~ket demand for rapid service, complex

products, and the highest possible quality. Let me add that

our efforts received the strongest support from the

Government, and without their participation, we could not

Examples of these products are onhave met our objectives.

display down the hall.

For Desert Storm, we produced rapid turnaround image

processing, six to 12 hours from receipt of data, and used a

variety of proprietary techniques developed for mineral

exploration, land and environmental studies to produce

imagery for use by the Department of Defense.

Now let me address the three subjects of my discussion.
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The first is mapping, and we heard some considerable

discussion in the first panel about what's required to a

make military map. Let me say that there are many, many

maps, and military maps are not the only maps in the world

which are useful for addressing a variety of social

problems. Map requirements vary widely. It would be an

error to conclude that developed countries are well-mapped

and that developing countries are not. It depends on the

user's requirements and not some theoretical definition of

scales and accuracies, themes and presentations.

Many map user requirements can be met by earth satellite

data, as we've heard today, or a combination of satellite

data and existing maps. standard 1:24,000 scale U.s.
Geological Survey topographic maps of the southeastern

United States updated in the last 10 years may be useless to

a public utility which needs current information on land

use, urban and rural development, and the location of new

roads. EarthSat is producing such updated maps from the

10-meter spot data at a cost to our customers of $500 per
map. This update is produced in two weeks and relies on
existing USGS maps for control.

An update by the Government would require three to five

years and relies upon aerial photography. It would cost on
the order of $10,000. In many respects, the Government

product would be far better than the one that we've

- ..- .;, :.. - ..~-.,..,..- ':.\.' .. ~.' -
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produced. perhaps. in some instances. better beyond the

needs of the user. In one respect. it would. however. be a

poorer product than the one that we produce. That is. it

would be three years out of date by the time it was

published.

A nation may be mapped in days with satellite data, as was

done during Desert Shield. or in weeks. as we are currently

doing for the government of Afghanistan. For the FAO.
EarthSat is producing a national map series from LANDSAT TM
data. Eighty-three image maps at a scale of 1:100.000

covering the entire country will be produced in five weeks.

These maps will be lithographed at a scale of 1:250.000.

The cost of these maps is $2.000 per map approximately.
Lithographed copies will cost less than $3 a map.

The second area of commercial promise in the decade ahead

is resource exploration, and it's one that's received much

attention in the past. Of all the commercial applications

of LANDSAT data. resource exploration is probably the best

known. most widely discussed. and least understood. The

perception that satellite data alone can locate minerals.

hydrocarbons. ground water. or arable soils is. at best. an

oversimplification.

Satellite data are powerful and valuable tools serving a

growing community of users in what has recently become a

rapidly expanding world. Political developments in the
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Eastern Bloc have highlighted one of the great values of

satellite data: the ability to provide extensive

information on large areas quickly and inexpensively.

Resource exploration in the Soviet Union and China has

relied heavily on LANDSAT data for geologic mapping.

We've been involved in a number of projects, and those are

illustrated in the exhibits down the hall.

While satellite data represent a very small percentage of

the information the explorationists must consider before

purchasing mineral rights or drilling a hole, they may

represent the most cost effective exploration expenditures.

Satellite data, because of their wide coverage, help to

eliminate from consideration 90 to 95 percent of the area of
interest to the explorationists.

What follows are a discussion of several projects,

hydrocarbon exploration projects, which were conducted for

international oil companies. I'll discuss one quickly, and

that is a project which we finished just a couple of weeks

ago for Mongolia, an area which has only recently become

available to western investment and exploration.

The geologic study covered an area of more than 245,000

square miles, and it was completed in six months. I think

the significant thing about this study is it provided

critical geologic information to international companies at

a very low cost. The cost of the study to the participants
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2770 was $45,000. If they had pu~chased the LANDSAT data and

2771 p~ocessed it, it would have cost $57,600. Multiple

2772 subsc~ibe~s make it possible to p~ovide this info~mation at

2773 a substantially lowe~ed cost.

2774 I think the value to the United States is clea~. LANDSAT

2775 has p~ovided us a means of looking at the enti~e wo~ld, o£

2776 unde~standing the wo~ld's ~esou~ces and thei~ potential, and

2777 I think has p~ovided a competitive advantage in the

2778 development of technologies, which the next two membe~s of
2779 this panel will discuss.

2780 We've also been involved in wate~ explo~ation in southe~n

2781 Califo~nia, a subject which is dea~ to the hea~ts and

2782 concerns of many in the United states. This is a comme~cial
2783 activity, commercial investment, looking fo~ wate~ fo~ sale

2784 to municipalities. This technology has g~eat potential fo~

2785 Africa and other a~id ~egions and is as yet not well

2786 utilized.

2787 The final area that I wish to discuss in this presentation

2788 of ma~kets fo~ the futu~e is global environmental

2789 monito~ing. I think it would be difficult to imp~ove upon

2790 the p~esentation that D~. Rock made ea~lie~ in te~ms of the

2791 magnitude of the p~oblems that we face and the true value o£

2792 LANDSAT in addressing those p~oblems. I, in my discussion,

2793 have likened the ve~y costly EOS Prog~am to a ventu~e which

2794 will take the temperatu~e of the patient. Clea~ly, the need
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2795 is to deal with those activities which are affecting the

2796 health of the planet. and to do that we must have higher

2797

2798

2799

2800

2801

2802

2803
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2809

2810

2811

2812

2813

2814

2815

2816

2817

2818

2819

resolution data of a variety of kinds. Certainly. the

systems that are existing today and planned will provide

those data.

I also have in my extended remarks extensive discussion of

the needs and benefits to the developing world of these

technologies. and as population increases and stress on

resources from environmental problems and consumption

increase. these data are essential.

Finally. I will quickly go over some issues which I

perhaps should hold until August. but they are important to

those in the commercial sector. and they deal with some of

the policy questions with which you must come to grips.

I perhaps should leave the first. which is the question of

whether the taxpayers should be asked to continue to

contribute more than $100 million annually to support the

LANDSAT Program. and my question is. do the benefits justify

the expenditure? The second issue is what those concerns

are of commercial users of the LANDSAT system should the

system or the Land Remote Sensing Commercialization Act be

changed in the months ahead. Finally. the question which

has received much press coverage in recent months. which

Federal agency would best be suited to assume operational

responsibility for the program. if there was a change?

-.. "--,' ",', -". :', ~-:
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2820 I think you probably know the answer to the first

2821 question, which is whether taxpayer support should be

2822 continued. I think we've seen clear benefits, compelling

2823 benefits, from this technology to both society in general,

2824 to the economy, to the world environment, and those benefits

2825 will grow.

2826 Commercial exploitation of the technology is still

2827 immature. The current sales of LAHDSAT are probably on the

2828 order of 20 to 25 percent of the total sales. The

2829 Government is still the principal user. We as a company

2830 purchase about half as much data as the Defense Intelligence

2831 Agency, which makes us a very large consumer, but still

2832 that's less than $1 million. It's a long way from $100
2833

2834

2835

2836

2837

2838

2839

2840

2841

2842

2843

2844

million, which is the bogey that we have to attack.

On the issue of those concerns to commercial users about

the changes which may be imminent in the program, I guess

I'd like to go back to the Commercialization Act of 1984, I

think a good act. I think it embodies some of the

principles that we think are essential to this program, and

here I think I speak for the vast majority of the users of

LANDSAT data. I think these principles have to be contained

in any policy that relates to LAHDSAT in the future. Open
skies, as provided in the act. Hon-discriminatory access to

data, and I think here "non-discriminatory" has a broad

definition. It must be both in terms of price and system
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access. We can't have a system whe~e only some use~s a~e

allowed access to it.

continuity. I'd like to ~ead my discussion he~e, because

it doesn't ~eally xollow the testimony ox some of the othe~

witnesses this mo~ning. We favo~ gene~al continuity, but

we'~e not necessa~ily in favo~ ox a one-xo~-one copy ox the

existing system. Spect~al bands may be changed so long as

the gene~al spect~al regions cove~ed by LANDSAT 6 a~e

included. Slight changes and even the elimination of some

bands a~e acceptable if the use~s have an oppo~tunity to

comment and the decisions made ~ep~esent a consensus ox the

use~s. It is convenient to have simila~ cove~age patterns

f~om one satellite to the next, but not essential. Today's

computers allow us to combine dispa~ate data sets with ease.

When continuity and technological advancement conflict, we

favor p~ogressi however, if funding ~ealities mandate that

LANDSAT 7 be a clone ox LANDSAT 6, we will be te~~ibly

disappointed, but we view p~og~am continuation without

inte~~uption as essential to the comme~cial market.

Thi~d, service, rega~dless ox the client's needs, must be

quick, efxicient, and consistent. Without se~vice, the~e

would be no growth. Much of the non-g~owth o~ small growth

in ~ecent yea~s I think is att~ibutable to the fact of the

unce~tainty of the prog~am. And technological prog~ess,

finally. In many respects, ea~th sensing xrom space is an
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infant technology with seemingly infinite potential.

Ai~bo~ne studies have shown that inc~eased spect~al

~esolution--and this mo~ning we've talked a g~eat deal about

spatial ~esolution--inc~eased spect~al ~esolution will

cont~ibute significantly to envi~onmental monito~ing,

geological explo~ation, and milita~y intelligence.

Inc~eased spatial ~esolution will obviously cont~ibute to

mapping, as will ste~eo cove~age.

Finally, on the question of Fede~al ~esponsibility, the

answe~ to which Fede~al agency is best suited to ope~ate the

LANDSAT P~og~am is simple. That agency o~ o~ganization

which steps fo~wa~d with the necessa~y funds fo~ the p~og~am

is clea~ly best suited. If eve~ the~e was a p~og~am without

an a~dent suito~, it is the LANDSAT P~og~am. Unwanted,

seemingly unloved--eKcept pe~haps fo~ the Cong~ess--by NASA,

USGS, NOAA, and most of all OMB, this p~og~am, fo~ mo~e than

a decade, has needed a st~ong advocate in the Executive

B~anch. To Ea~thSat, the la~gest value-added comme~cial use~

of LANDSAT data in the wo~ld, the only thing which matte~s

when it comes to Fede~al ~esponsibility is st~ict adhe~ence

to the p~inciples which we have discussed above: open

skies, non- disc~iminato~y access to data, se~vice, and

technological p~og~ess.

Thank you.

[The p~epa~ed statement of M~. Thibault follows:]

.. -. ;'.--
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2897

2898 The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Thibault.

2899 Mr. Sperry?

'-. ~::.: '- .':# .. .••. ~ '. . ..", -
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STATEMENT OF STEVE SPERRY, MANAGER OF MARKETING, ERDAS, INC.

M~. SPERRY. Thank you, M~. Chai~man.

I would like to submit my enti~e statement fo~ the ~eco~d,

and I will abb~eviate my testimony in the following slide

p~esentation.

In my testimony, I would like to concent~ate on ou~

company's history, deal with the cu~~ent applications and

use of LANDSAT within the GIS and image-processing realm and

to deal with t~ends that we see in applications, and

finally, then, ou~ ~ecommendations.

This is the sixth time that a ~epresentative f~om ou~

company has made a presentation in front of your committee.

ERDAS was incorporated in 1978, and we actually p~oduced the

very first comme~cial micro-based image-p~ocessing system.

Today we'~e on a va~iety, f~om PCs to high-speed

wo~kstations, and we have ~eally g~own to the level whe~e we

are now the leading image-p~ocessing softwa~e company in the

world.

Last year in Feb~ua~y, I made a p~esentation to your

subcommittee out in Rive~side, California. That was in

Feb~ua~y of 1990. At that time, we had 1,200 systems. In

the last 15 months, we have now ove~ 2,000 systems. This

really pa~allels ve~y closely with the ove~all growth of the

GIS industry. According to a ~esearch company called
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2925 Daritech, the overall GIS industry is expected to be over $2

2926 billion by 1993. The growth in this is at a rate of about

2927 20 to 30 percent. The points of all this are that there is

2928

2929

2930

2931

2932

2933

2934

2935

2936

2937

2938

2939

2940

2941

2942

2943

2944

2945

2946

2947

2948

2949

a market out here for image-processing software. We have

new users who are coming on at an explosive rate, much

faster than it ever has in the past.

From a market direction, we think that image-processing

has been and always will be tied to the GIS industry, and

that really needs to be looking at the focus from a

commercial application standpoint. An interesting aspect

out of it is that our research and other hardware vendors

out here really feel that the overall potential market out

here, that 75 percent of the users in the 1990s do not even
know what image- processing or GIS is today. So we're
dealing with something that is really just now starting to

grow, and we expect to see significant benefits in the

1990s.

The original market really was scientific users. Today
you see users having some training in image-processing and

having strong analytical interests. The new market really

will be they'll have no training in image-processing. What

they're really trying to do is visualize the data, and I

think I can give an example of the people who were out there

visiting the different booths today. What catches their

eyes are the images, and they can start to infer information
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by seeing that. What historically has been thought of as

image- processing has been the manipulation of the data, and

today we're developing software capabilities to make it much

easier for people to be able to use this technology in a

very fast and efficient format.

Some project examples that we at ERDAS have been working

on in the past couple of years I think really can point out

what has been the need and the use of LANDSAT data. The

Suwannee River Water Management District Project is in

northern Florida. That was 7,600 square miles of area and

dealt with a land cover/land use classification for 35

different land types. It was tied in with the Florida land
use code system. It used LANDSAT, but it also used aerial
photography as a joint product. It was integrated in here,

being able to get that final product that they needed.

The NASA project is working with San Diego area

governments. They originally were just part of the research

group, and now they have completely bought into the concept.

So for the entire County of San Diego, which is 4,200 square

miles, they are using LANDSAT imagery with spot data as a

merge product for 10-year multispectral data, using it to

update vector GISs for land use and land cover information.

The Georgia Department of Natural Resources is a project

that we're completing right now. It is mapping the entire

State of Georgia. It is being driven by mapping of fresh
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2975 and salt water wetlands. The interesting aspect here is

2976 two-fold. First of all, it is trying to be able to update

2977 the national wetlands inventory. That program, while as

2978 good and efficient as it has been, has only resulted in less

2979 than 40 percent of the entire state being mapped, and that

2980 was starting in the early 1980s. In less than a year, we

2981 will have mapped the entire State, and we will have produced

2982 1:24,000 coverages in a raster and vector format. Another

2983 aspect of this project is that approximately 20 to 30

2984 percent of the data that we had to purchase from EOSAT on

2985 that is throw-away data. We could not use this in the state

2986 of Georgia, yet we had to pay for it. It's an additional

2987 cost at that scale that makes it somewhat prohibitive for a

2988 greater opportunity of large area mapping in a commercial

2989 world.

2990 The last study I want to point out is the Lake Michigan

2991 ozone study, which is work that we're doing right now. That

2992 is for the Lake Michigan Basin. We're doing a land cover

2993 classification of which the statistical information will be

2994 fit into an air quality predictive model, and it is being

2995 mandated by Congress--I mean, not by Congress, by the Supreme

2996 Court--to be able to produce this study, and it's being

2997 worked in conjunction with EPA. So we're starting to see

2998 the information being used more also in a legal sense for

2999 large area mapping.
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All of these things have one thing in common. Really what
we're doing is monitoring. We're doing change detection,

we're doing a lot with raster-vector integration, we're

finding that the use of the data with our software is

responding to what we call "heads-up" digitizing or

on-screen mapping of vector data, and we're doing land cover

classification for resource monitoring, all these leading to

what we think will be an important aspect of the 1990s--

predictive modeling--and we're dealing with it with a "red

flag" approach. Look at your troubled areas, and then

spend more of the money on the more detailed areas for a

more refined research. But that first approach of looking
at a broad region is very important.

All of this is really leading to, I think, in the software

development--and you can see those examples in the other room

today--is what I call "visualization." People want to have
multiple views of the same data. They want to use multiple

data sets together, and by this, they want to be able to

look and compare this information.

This just being one example here. This is the San Diego

study in which we have up in the upper left-hand corner

LANDSAT data, which has done what we call a "Tassle Cap"

transformation and is something that cannot be done with the

spot data and which very easily shows us major drainage

patterns in those areas. The lower left-hand corner is the
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3025 merging of two Spot scenes from 1986 and 1988 to immediately

3026 show change detection. The red areas are the areas that are

3027 undergoing change, and the blue areas are where actually

3028 change has been completed. Then we have a detailed aerial

3029 photograph of one of those areas, and then we have a USGS

3030

3031

3032

3033

3034

3035

3036

3037

3038

3039

3040

3041

3042

3043

3044

3045

3046

3047

3048

3049

quadrangle sheet from 1977, which is the most recent paper

map that's available for this area on that.

Other areas that we're looking at here--we're looking at a

sales compartment map for a forest company, and we're

looking at 1990 data, in green or what we call "true

color," and in the lower area, 1982 data, in false color on

that, being able to compare and update those and change the

actual boundaries of the vector maps on that.

This last side on this application here is actually

showing aerial photography on the right-hand side with tree

stands and the sales compartment, and then on the left-hand

side are, again, a Tassle Cap transformation of TM data and

a TM data showing bands for 4, 3, and 1, and we've got

overlayed on top the vector maps themselves. When we have
been showing this with these companies, what they are able

to see is they have the detailed resolution of the aerial

photography, but the imagery itself can give them a lot more

information actually about the ground situation, and in

conjunction with them, when they look together at all these

scenes, they can infer more than either with one set or with
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the other set, and they need to have both sets of data at

the higher resolution, at the aerial photograph stage, and

at the multispectral stage, which LANDSAT offers.

The common band combinations that we found with our users

out here for land cover mapping, 4, 5, 3 and 4, 3, 1 are the

most standard band combinations. Within the forest

industry, they'll usually use bands 4, 5 and the principal

components, which is taking the major statistics of bands 1,

2, and 3 or the visible bands. Bands 4, 5, 3 is another

one, and I think in the previous testimony it was shown that

is a very good combination for forest mapping. Geology, the
most common ones are bands 7, 4, and 2. For wetlands
mapping, what we're seeing--and again, a repetitive one--4, 5,

3 is a very good one there for species separation, as is 4,

3, 1, with the band 1 being very good for shallow aquatic

vegetation. But a Tassle Cap of all of the bands has proven

to be a very effective product for actually delineating

wetlands maps.

The least used--and it's tended to become a throw-away ite

for many users--is the thermal band. The major reason is the

poor resolution. The 60-meter resolution is just really not

adequate for the type of information that needs to be

inferred from thermal bands. But also that particular

sensor has always brought out very poor quality data, not

consistent with the other bands.
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From our perspective and the directions that we're seeing,

high-resolution data at the five-meter level is needed.

Pointer capability is also needed for this one. And a

thermal band at that resolution could be very effective,

especially for looking at toxic waste and also getting a

sense of the overall soil moisture there. Multispectral

imagery is needed at this resolution, and stereo coverage

would be required.

We can really be able to use detailed terrain data at this

level. and there is digital data that is now available in

the u.s. at the 1:250,000 scale from USGS. There is a

program going on for updating it for 1:24,000, but it's

coming out at a very slow pace. We and other companies have
developed digital ortho modules that can use imagery such as

spot's panch~omatic to b@ able to 9@n@~ate 10-meter digital

terrain data. The reality of that, it's about a 1:50,000

scale mapping. At the five-meter, we really find we could

be able to use this more at a 1:24,000 scale, which really

is the level that we need for detailed planning purposes

within the GIS indust~y on he~e.

The final thing that we've really been seeing here is the

idea of that fused or merged product. In this case. systems

such as ours can be able to merge. like in the upper right-

hand corner, spot panch~omatic data at 10-meter resolution

with, in this case, the bands 4, 5, and 3 of the LANDSAT and
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30-meter resolution and produce 10-meter multispectral.

Out in San Diego County, where they have been using this

combination, they're tying it in with the 1990 census. They

are updating 1:24,000 scale land use vector maps, and while

the Spot data in panchromatic helps them delineate the

spatial boundary, the spectral resolution of the TM data

makes it easier for them to interpret the different land use
types. In bright orange, what we're seeing up here, we're

seeing golf courses and agricultural land. In the green is
just the basic chaparral vegetation out in southern

California. And purple is really pulling out the urban

landscape.

This color backdrop makes it easier for the user to be

able to do their updates and interpreting, and they've found

that it has improved their performance by maybe a factor of

two to three times the speed it would if they were having to

use just black and white mapping.

The overall trend that we see is that satellite imagery is

being used extensively with aerial photography. The two go

hand in hand. The higher resolution of aerial photography

makes it easier to interpret some of the attributes of a

vector GIS capability. But digitizing today is definitely

changing. What has been the technology of the GIS industry,

tablet digitizing, is really past technology. Scanning is

now being used for the initial data capture. But what we're
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3125 seeing out here is what we call "heads-up" or on-screen

3126 digitizing being used to update these vector data bases, and

3127 a merged high-resolution multispectral product will be very

3128 important for the industry to do this updating of the data

3129 base.

3130

3131

3132

3133

3134 is

3135

3136

3137 study areas.

isImagery also being matched to the application need, the

fusing of the spot TM data, taking what sources you need and

getting the products that you need out from it. Terrain-
corrected imagery is becoming very popular out there, and it

being offered by a variety of service bureaus.

Finally, what users really want to do is they only want to

pay for the imagery that they're needing, confined to their

It is a very major rub for a lot of users out
3138 here to have to buy excess data.

3139

3140

3141

3142

3143

3144

3145

3146

3147

3148

3149

They really have a model

out there, and it's the photogrammetric industry. They buy

the 9x9 photographs that they need for their area; they

don't buy for some other county. And they feel the same way

about that with digital satellite imagery.

So in conclusion, what we feel is that LANDSAT today is a

very useful product. The spectral capability and the

spatial resolution is adequate for a lot of applications.

The spectral capability merged with spot data is offering us

high- resolution spectral capability. The consistency with

the existing data is important. LANDSAT 6 will have the

same spectral band, but it's now added a co-registered

.•• -, J ~ _ ' .:.of' .~. .• • - •
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15-meter product. LANDSAT 7 needs to have the same spectral

bands. It needs to maybe have more, but it needs to be in

that same general range to work with it.

Finally, I think really better marketing is needed out

there. One of the other rubs out there is the acquisition

time it takes to get the data. While Desert Storm can get

quick turnaround, a commercial user such as ourselves may

have to wait anywhere from three to four months to get the

data that we have ordered. There is a tremendous backlog in

getting that information out, and that has to be streamlined

if we are going to have a real commercial product out there.

Finally, we need more repetitive coverage. It was alluded
by the other questions earlier from the other speakers about
the time cycle. We're looking at eight-day and 16-day

cycles. Well, in reality, a lot of times, with cloud

penetration problems, you may get three or four coverages in

a year for large study areas. We need to be able to have

either more satellites up there or looking at the pointer

capability, such as in spot. That higher resolution at

five-meter with pointer capability, I think, would be

important.

And to deal with the bottleneck of getting the data, we

ought to look at some other models out here, so like local

ground receiving capabilities similar to what is out there

on the AVHRR programs. People can have their own satellite,
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they pay a fee out there to be able to access that data. and

they get it down when they need it. That will be able to

help for large landholders. such as petroleum exploration

firms. forest products companies. All could be able to have

and acquire the data when they need it and be able to tie

back into their particular GIS system.

Finally. I would look at the photogrammetric

infrastructure. All of these different small companies

right now are really turning to developing data bases in the

GIS industry. and they are a natural for being able to

supply that information to the GIS services out here. And

working off of that structure in a delivery capability.

whether it be massaging the product for a user or actually

just producing the product out there in their format they

need for their study area. I think are ways that we can be

able to improve the overall commercial viability of the

satellite and LANDSAT products themselves.

Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Sperry follows:]

********** INSERT **********
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Sperry.

Mr. Ayers?

Mr. Sperry, you were complaining about the large number of

times you've had to testify before the--

Mr. SPERRY. No, no. I appreciate it. Actually, the

reason I was bringing that up is that we have been following

and we have been part of the industry's growth and pointing

out that we've given testimony before, and we appreciate the

opportunity of doing it. No complaints whatsoever.

The CHAIRMAN. I thought that the number of appearances

correlated well with the increase in the growth in your

company.

[Laughter.

Mr. SPERRY. I agree. I agree very much.

The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead, Mr. Ayers.
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STATEMENT OF LAWRENCE F. AYERS, VICE PRESIDENT OF

INTERNATIONAL MARKETING, INTERGRAPH CORPORATION

Mr. AYERS. Mr. Chairman, it's a pleasure to be here before

the committee, and I have a brief statement that I'd like to

make.

I'd like to preface the statement by saying that it was

really an opportunity to sit here today and watch my career

go by, because I spent 32 years in the Department of

Defense, ending up as a senior civilian for the Defense

Mapping Agency and running some of their plants over the

years, and now I sit on the other side, having spent four

years in industry, so my perspective of Sitting and watching

this testimony has been extremely interesting to me.

I think I would like to start out by saying that the

public satellite data, as you know, has been in being for 20

years; aerial photography goes back to World War I, when it

really became in vogue; and, of course, mapping--the history

goes back to the early navigators, and when the information

from these disciplines of remote sensing and mapping are

combined in a computer data base, you get a synoptic

relationship developing which allows users to address

geographic questions.

This combination of disciplines are now using Geographic

Information System to solve problems. The reliability of
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3237 the decisions are based on the geographic data required to

3238 be precise, accurate, and timely. I think, Mr. Chairman,

3239 we've heard a lot of discussion about timely data.

3240 Satellite-based remote sensing obtains a repetitive,

3241

3242

3243

3244

3245

3246

3247

3248

3249

3250

3251

3252

3253

3254

3255

3256

3257

3258

3259

3260

3261

synoptic view of the earth from space over large areas, and

I think I heard you say, Mr. Chairman, the big picture, and

that's exactly what it is--the big picture.

In addressing the markets for remote-sensed imagery, there

is a logical division of the data. The first is a need fo~

spatial data, and the second, for spect~al, and I think

that's been quite clear in some of the testimony that we've

hea~d today.

The spatial data use~s are p~ima~ily the people t~ying to

obtain the location, identification, description, o~ trail

of man-made and natu~al featu~es. This ~equi~es a b~oad

ste~eo coverage of ~esolutions--and ou~ experiences showing

five- meters, when you're talking about a broad area, seems

to be very reasonable--and a positioning accuracy--and I noted

in some of the testimony, and ours agrees, three to five

meters is important. The multispectral coverage is also

used for feature identification and classification.

In the second area, the users seek to measure change over

time of natural and man-made features, such as water or air

pollution, for clean-up, for monitoring effects on the

forestry, agriculture, and urban expansion. This set of
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3262 users explores remote-sensed data collected at many bands

3263 across the electromagnetic spectrum, as I think Mr. Sperry

3264 has described.

3265 How, when I was contacted by your staff to appear before

3266 the committee, they suggested I might address some pretty

3267 specific questions which were of interest to the committee,

3268

3269

3270

3271

3272

3273

3274

3275

3276

3277

3278

3279

3280

3281

3282

3283

3284

3285

3286

and so I have directed my testimony to those questions.

Number one, what is the market for remote-sensed data?

chose to quote a Dataquest report. I know there was another

one referenced, but I think both of these are independent

research companies which are recognized in the industry.

For 1990, the worldwide sales in mapping and GIS hardware

and software was $1.4 billion and equated to 42,000 seats or
places where people could work. Intergraph was the largest
supplier, with 29 percent, and we sold $400 million this

past year. IBM was second, and the list contained 92 other

companies. Many of them are here today.

In Intergraph's case, 25 percent or $100 million of

hardware and software were used specifically for exploiting

remote-sensed data, and some of the others were used as a

byproduct or a workstation that also did other work.

Twenty- five percent were used specifically for

remote-sensed data. There has been a steady increase in this

market over the past three years, and our markets have

ranged over a broad set of industries, which I have enclosed

I
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3287 in my testimony, but it ranged from Federal, state, local,

3288 defense, forestry, petroleum, and transportation industries,

3289 just to name a few.

3290 I believe the use of the systems sold to exploit and

3291 process remote-sensed data is growing. If Intergraph's

3292 share of the overall market is indicative of the share of

3293 the image exploitation, then one would conclude that about

3294 $400 million worth of hardware and software entered the

3295 market in 1990 to exploit imagery.

3296 Materials being used? I think they've been discussed

3297 pretty well here today: commercial LANDSAT, Spot,

3298 conventional film, and conventional digital imagery.

3299 How is the market changing? Service bureaus and

3300 Government agencies are producing value-added products from

3301 source to meet the needs of the users, and this market is

3302 growing. The general public, industry, and government users

3303

3304

3305

3306

3307

3308

3309

3310

3311

are demanding value-added data in rapidly increasing

numbers. The cost of the desktop workstation or PC is

significantly decreasing, and the software data base

technology is expanding.

Now, while the leadership in commercial remote sensing

appears to me to be moving toward Europe and Japan, the

leadership in technology to exploit the imagery is

increasing in the United States, and I found of interest

that in Dataquest's report, it stated that 87 percent of the

.~- - "- -.' ~•.
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hardware and software that was sold around the world came

from United states companies.

leads in export.

Is LANDSAT essential? The direction of LANDSAT has been

This is an area that the U.S.

away from broad area, high-resolution stereo collection and

toward more channels of the electromagnetic band at

increasing cost to the sensor. Spot image has maintained
some balance between these two areas but has technical
limitations. I would answer yes, commercial satellite

remote sensing is essential, but at a lower cost and with a

balance of high- resolution stereo collection and the

most-used, most-needed bands of the electromagnetic
spectrum. To this end, there are some attractive design
proposals being offered in the industry.

How cost effective is satellite data collection over

conventional? For ready access with broad area coverage

delivering timely data, satellite collection is by far the

most economical. However, the cost of the imagery is

pricing the first-time users out of the market and making

the use of satellite imagery as a monitoring device

cost-prohibitive, and I think Dr. Rock made that point very

well earlier today.

I'd just like to note for you, Mr. Chairman, just to give

you a feel for it, I think most of us in industry would tell

you that if you wanted to buy a workstation and the software

....... '--~'.~~. "-.;.~ ~"- ',"",'
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to eHploit it, you could probably have a reasonable

capability for something on the order of $15,000 to $20,000,

yet if you want to go purchase the imagery, you're going to

pay $25,000 to $104,000 for an image.

bit out of kilter.

For very high resolution over local areas in response to

That seems to be a

local needs, aerial photography collection is best and does

quite well.

Is image-processing technology available to use the data?

The answer is obviously yes. The market demand is growing,
the eKploitation technology is here, it is becoming

commonplace, and it is ineKpensive, but more important, it

is now appearing in many industries for planning, design,

operation, environmental assessment, and so forth, as

revealed in the Dataquest statistics and our own eKperience

in sales.

In closing, I would like to offer the following comments

and observations. First, the potential benefits of

satellite imagery for both spatial and spectral is high.

Second, use of satellite data and its level of acceptance

with the user community is eKpanding, and I think we have

just--there is a reality really coming there. Third, the

recent costs of developing and maintaining a satellite

system and a data distribution infrastructure are high--those

costs are too high--and we ought to look at alternatives or

. .. ..•. ,." ..' ., - ~'. . -~. ..
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3362 ways of reducing that. If the data costs remain high, the

3363 demand will not grow, and the true potential of the data

3364 will not be realized.

3365

3366

3367

3368

3369

3370

3371

3372

3373

3374

3375

We need a national joint investment from both Government

and industry to make available low-cost remote-sensed data.

This will allow more effective management of our resources,

our environment, our infrastructure, and affect our quality

of life. The alternative is to become dependent on foreign

satellite systems to supply all our needs for our

Government, our industry, and our public consumption.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Ayers follows:]

. I. ..>.
.' .~- ":. " .
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Ayers.

May I ask if Mr. Valentine has any questions at this

point?

Mr. VALENTINE. Mr. Chairman, I do have one short question.

I know we've got to go vote. Perhaps this has been

answered previously, but I was unable to be here.

Would you gentlemen who are concerned with the commercial

interests look with some suspicion if the control of LANDSAT

were in the Department of Defense, or would you prefer that

it remain in some civilian agency? Or to put it

differently, with the DOD, do you think your access to data

would be affected?

Mr. AYERS. I'll make a crack at that. One might say I'm
biased, because I've spent a lot of time in there, but I

believe the Department of Defense will carry out any mission

that it's assigned, and I would refer back to GPS, because I

think that's a very interesting example where the Department

of Defense did in fact produce that, made it available, and

I think there were some suspicions and concerns about its

availability. I think that's waning.

I think it's appearing around the world in all our

commercial markets, and I think with proper leadership and

direction, I would have no problem with the Department of

Defense if it was elected that that would be the agency that
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I would add. however. that I think it's

quite clear and important that a directing body that

determines how to task in the priorities of the tasking

should be a civil responsibility and provide that kind of

guidance to the operators of the system.

on it.

Mr. VALENTINE. Do you gentlemen who perhaps have different

But that's my view

backgrounds have a different feeling about that?

Mr. SPERRY. I think it can be fine. I really actually

don't see a problem with DOD actually being kind of the

keeper of LANDSAT. I think the examples given by Mr. Ayers

about the GPS are true. The local-based capability of

receiving if we were to go to something like the AVHRR.

that's. I think. an issue that would have to be addressed.

and it might slow up the ability of civilian access to the
data. But if it really follows the guidelines of the open

skies policy and they work on the same levels that we're

doing with GPS right now. I think it could maybe a very good

boom overall for the commercialization.

Mr. VALENTINE. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Thibault has already answered the

question. He said the agency should operate it that has the

money.

[Laughter.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. Mr. Valentine.
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Gentlemen, just to reassure you, we're going to adjourn in

about five minutes because of the vote, and I don't want to

keep you waiting here unduly, and I do want to express my

appreciation for the testimony which you've given.

I want to try and get in mind certain fundamental things

here. Everyone has testified, including you, to the

importance of maintaining the continuity of the data, and

with some variations, I think you've indicated that this

includes something close to the present 30-meter

multispectral data, but that the system also needs to have a

capability for five meters, for stereoscopic, for quicker

turnaround, maybe even some radar or something like that.

In other words, we can think of a lot of ways to improve the
system.

Can we do both? Can we keep the present series going and

add the other things on in a new instrument? I should know

the answer to that, but I don't.

Mr. THIBAULT. I think those system improvements are very

costly, and as we've seen in the LANDSAT 7 studies, as one

increases the spectral and spatial resolution of the

instruments, the costs do not go up slowly, and if we're

struggling today to fund a $300 million to $400 million

satellite, I think it's going to be very difficult to find

the funds to fund perhaps a series of satellites to provide

five- meter stereoscopic coverage. So the issue is not a

: •• ': -';"_-,; ••:..:-~'I
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technological one.

sizable proportion.

The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead, Mr. Ayers.

Certainly, it's an economic one of

Mr. AYERS. From the information that we have and what I've

seen, some of the studies that have been done, there is a

tradeoff for resolution and the cost, but there seems to be

a very sharp break in that, and technology has significantly

increased, and that break, from every indication I've seen,

seems to be around five meters, and the technology--I think

it would be very interesting to see some competition come

forward for some design and the cost of the design to come

forward with a five-meter resolution system. I believe you

will find that that is not as cost-prohibitive as one might
think.

I do share the concern that there seems to be--as you move

up from that, the data rates and volumes seem to go off the

chart in cost, but I would suggest that I think our

technology and our space industry now can come forth with

some rather economical solutions to that.

Mr. SPERRY. I think just one aspect on there, at least

with LANDSAT 6, they have a 15-meter panchro now that they

do co-registration. I think co-registration is an important

aspect on it. We could probably even look at five-meter

panchro with that 30 meters and be able to get a lot of

information out there in the multispectral world, and if

..•.. : •.-.:."."'"":;;'L: "-.~~.",.
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that was the only alte~native that we had, I would say that

should be the--we should at least do that option.

It's also my feeling that if LANDSAT 6 had done o~iginally

as planned to have had that five-mete~ ~esolution that the

ove~all comme~cialization aspect would be g~owing

significantly. The demand is out the~e ~ight now, and we

still don't have a p~oduct--we don't have a capability of

supplying that demand.

The CHAIRMAN. All of you have described the market in the

equipment and in the value-added se~vices in addition to the

cost of buying the data itself. The equipment market and

fo~ value-added se~vices seemed to ove~whelm the cost of the

data, and I've been thinking in te~ms of this little, dinky

$15 million, $20 million, $30 million fo~ buying the data,

but you'~e talking about billions of dolla~s in p~ocessing

equipment and in value-added se~vices.

What happens to that ma~ket? Does the United States stand

a chance of losing that ma~ket or losing points in that

market if we'~e no longer in the LANDSAT business? If we'~e

no longe~ producing the image~y, a~e we going to continue to

be able to have even the declining share of the market that

we now have? We have obviously a p~etty la~ge sha~e of the

ma~ket now.

Mr. Aye~s?

M~. AYERS. I think f~om ou~ standpoint--and I think I'll
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let the others speaK for themselves--47 percent of what we

sell goes into the overseas marKet. So I thinK that if this

country elects not to put the sensors up, I don't thinK that

the sensor is going to go away. I thinK that this country

will become dependent on providers of sensors such as the

Japanese and the French. I thinK we do enjoy a large

equipment, hardware and software. It is an area that is
becoming very competitive, the margins are tight, and you

have to maKe a research and development investment, as we

all do, to Keep ahead. But I would suggest that that's

bringing a hell of a return back into the balance of payment

to this country, and I thinK that it would behoove this

country to retain its posture in the space collection system
as well as the processor.

The CHAIRMAN. All right. I've got less than a minute to
go vote, so I'm going to have to terminate this, and I hate

to do it, because I'd liKe to asK a lot more questions, but

if you will cooperate, we'll send you some more questions in

writing, and upon termination of this hearing, which will be

in 30 seconds, Kevin Hussey of JPL is going to do some more

demonstrations on the screen here of some of the LANDSAT

data used, and I urge any of you who are interested to

remain for that.

Thank you again, and the committee will be adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 2:14 p.m., the committees adjourned, to
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